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Welcome true believers! N. Jolly here, author of both Legendary Kineticists, Legendary Hybrids: Kinetic Shinobi, 
and Legendary Vigilantes (not to mention numerous class guides for the alchemist, gunslinger, kineticist, 
warpriest, and more). I’m here hosting Legendary Games open playtest for our newest release, Legendary 
Villains: Vigilantes! 
 
The playtest will be hosted on Google Drive, so feel free to comment on the doc directly as well as post in the 
accompanying threads. 
 
Oh, one last thing, please respond to this comment if you wish to be listed in the credits for the playtest. 
NOTE: You don’t have to have commented on this doc to request being on the playtesters list, as long as 
you’ve checked the doc out, feel free to add your name to the list. 
 
Playtesters: D. M. Hentchel, Margherita Tramontano, Richard Lawson (Rysky), Drifter S., Adam Ricks, Delta 
Pangaea, Craig Bice, Edna the Earth Seraph, Laucian Nailo, Ecchi Woody, Christophe Gallen, Morgan Boehringer, 
Troy Gordon, Mashallah, Tuvarkz, Derek Blakely, Samantha Hewett, Zaida Rodriguez, Eric Olsen, C.J. Withers, 
Super Blooper, Grant Sumabat, DarrelOdin, Joshua Brinkman, Derfael Oliveira, Russell Young, Anthony Adam 
(TemplateFu) 
 
New Archetypes 
Alchemical Scoundrel 
Consumed Vigilante 
Draconic Avenger 
Dragon Champion 
Dread Champion 
Fortune Thief 
Gore Fiend 
Hellion 
Mercurial Duelist 
Plague Scion 
Protean Prowler 
Shadow Savant 
Symbiotic Slayer 
Talented Tactician 
New Social Talents 
New Vigilante Talents 
New Feats 
New Prestige Class: Crimson Dreadnaught 
Vigilante Variant Multiclass 
New Magic Items 
 
New Archetypes 
Alchemical Scoundrel 
On the edge of genius and madness lies the alchemical scoundrel, working tirelessly in the eyes of others to 
bring about scientific change while testing their more radical theories in the heat of battle, mastering 
devastating explosions and dangerous mutagens that would break lesser scientific minds. 
 
Class Skills The alchemical scoundrel adds Knowledge (arcana) and Spellcraft to their list of class skills, instead 
of Escape Artist, Knowledge (engineering), Ride, and Use Magic Device. 
 
This alters the vigilante's class skills. 
 
Skill Ranks per Level: The alchemical scoundrel gains a number of skill ranks equal to 4 + their Intelligence 
modifier at each level, instead of 6 + their Intelligence modifier skill ranks. 
 
This alters the vigilante's skill ranks per level. 
 
Alchemy (Su) The alchemical scoundrel gains the alchemy class feature of an alchemistAPG of their alchemical 
scoundrel level and the infusion discovery. 
 

http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist#TOC-Alchemy-Su-
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist/discoveries/paizo---alchemist-discoveries/infusion
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This ability replaces the 4th, 8th, 10th, 14th, and 16th level vigilante talents. 
 
Alchemy Talents (Ex or Su) An alchemical scoundrel scoundrel can select a discovery instead of a vigilante 
talent, and is treated as though they possessed the discovery class feature for the purposes of selecting the 
Extra DiscoveryAPG feat. An alchemical scoundrel treats their alchemical scoundrel level as their alchemist level 
for the purposes of which discoveries they can select and their effects. An alchemical scoundrel can also select 
any of the following vigilante talents in addition to general vigilante talents. 
 
NOTE: Talents marked with an * can be selected by an alchemist as a discovery, treating their alchemist level 
as their vigilante level for the purposes of qualifying for it and its effects. Other classes which are able to select 
alchemist discoveries cannot select these talent as a discovery. 
 
Alchemical Advancement* (Ex)  The alchemical scoundrel can increase the damage of any alchemical splash 
weapon which deals damage by +1d6. This additional damage only applies to the first time an alchemical 
weapon deals damage to a creature (this would not increase the damage shard gel deals after being thrown). At 
8th level and every 6 levels afterwards, this increases by an additional +1d6. This talent does not work on 
alchemical items that have been combined with others (such as with a hybridization funnel). The alchemical 
scoundrel can draw alchemical splash weapons as though they were ammunition. 
 
Alchemical Breakthrough* (Ex)  The alchemical scoundrel can designate a number of alchemical items per day 
equal to their Intelligence modifier (minimum 1) to be breakthrough alchemical items. Breakthrough alchemical 
items change their DC to 10 + ½ the alchemical scoundrel’s level + their Intelligence modifier instead of the 
alchemical item’s normal DC. The alchemical scoundrel can expend a bomb to either increase the DC of a 
breakthrough alchemical item by +2 or designate another alchemical item as a breakthrough alchemical item. A 
breakthrough alchemical item becomes inert if it goes 24 hours without being used. At 6th level and every 4 
levels afterwards, the alchemical scoundrel can designate an additional alchemical item as a breakthrough 
alchemical item. This talent does not work on alchemical items that have been combined with others (such as 
with a hybridization funnel). 
 
Bomb Adept (Su)  The alchemical scoundrel gains the bomb and throw anything class features of an alchemistAPG 

of ½ their alchemical scoundrel level, although they use their full alchemical scoundrel level to determine the 
amount of bombs they can create each day and the bomb’s DCs. 
 
Bomb Tinkerer (Ex)  Whenever the alchemical scoundrel creates a bomb, they can choose for it to deal fire, ice, 
cold, electric, or bludgeoning damage. If the alchemical scoundrel applies a discovery to a bomb which deals a 
specific type of damage (such as frost bombAPG), their bomb deals both that damage type and one damage type 
of the alchemical scoundrel’s choice. At 8th level, the alchemical scoundrel can choose for their bomb to deal 
sonic damage, lowering the damage die of their bomb by 1 step when doing so. At 12th level, the alchemical 
scoundrel can also select force damage, lowering the damage die of their bomb by 1 step when doing so. An 
alchemical scoundrel must possess the bomb adept talent to select this talent. 
 
Brutal Mutagen (Su)  The alchemical scoundrel gains the feral mutagenAPG discovery. At 10th level, whenever the 
alchemical scoundrel imbibes their mutagen, their size increases by one step as though being affected by an 
enlarge person  spell. An alchemical scoundrel must possess the mutagenUM discovery to select this talent. 
 
Cognatogen Adept (Su)  The alchemical scoundrel gains either the cognatogenUM or inspiring cognatogenACG 
discovery. All discoveries with the word ‘cognatogen’ in their name no longer apply a penalty to their ability 
scores, nor do they deal damage to the alchemical scoundrel’s ability scores upon ending. 
 
Cognatogen Master (Su)  The alchemical scoundrel gains the greater cognatogenUM discovery. At 16th level, they 
gain the grand cognatogenAPG discovery. An alchemical scoundrel must possess the cognatogenUM discovery and 
be 12th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Evolving Mutagen* (Su)  Whenever the alchemical scoundrel imbibes their mutagen, they gain 2 evolution 
pointsPU as though they were a bipedal unchained eidolonPU for the duration of their mutagen, and can split these 
points up however they wish between a single evolution or multiple evolutions. The alchemical scoundrel does 
not need to meet subtypes requirements to select an evolution. At 10th level and every 4 levels thereafter, they 
gain an additional evolution point when imbibing their mutagen (up to a maximum of 5 at 18th level). An 
alchemical scoundrel must possess the mutagenUM discovery to select this talent. 

http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist#TOC-Discovery-Su-
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist#TOC-Discovery-Su-
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/feats/general-feats/extra-discovery
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/magic-items/wondrous-items/wondrous-items/h-l/hybridization-funnel
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/magic-items/wondrous-items/wondrous-items/h-l/hybridization-funnel
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist#TOC-Bomb-Su-
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist#TOC-Throw-Anything-Ex-
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist/discoveries/paizo---alchemist-discoveries/frost-bomb
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist/discoveries/paizo---alchemist-discoveries/feral-mutagen
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/magic/all-spells/e/enlarge-person
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist/discoveries/paizo---alchemist-discoveries/mutagen-su
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist/discoveries/paizo---alchemist-discoveries/cognatogen-su
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist/discoveries/paizo---alchemist-discoveries/inspiring-cognatogen-su
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist/discoveries/paizo---alchemist-discoveries/greater-cognatogen-su
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist/discoveries/paizo---alchemist-discoveries/grand-cognatogen-su
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist/discoveries/paizo---alchemist-discoveries/cognatogen-su
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/unchained-classes/summoner-unchained/eidolons-unchained
http://www.d20pfsrd.com/classes/base-classes/alchemist/discoveries/paizo---alchemist-discoveries/mutagen-su
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Explosive Bomber (Su)  The alchemical scoundrel gains the explosive bombAPG discovery, and can apply this 
discovery to a bomb even if another discovery is already applied to it. At 8th level, they gain the strafe bombUM 
discovery. An alchemical scoundrel must possess the bomb adept talent to select this talent. 
 
False Tooth* (Ex)  The alchemical scoundrel can spend 1 hour to craft a false tooth for themselves, filling it with 
an infusion of their choice. As an immediate action, the alchemical scoundrel can crack the tooth, imbibing the 
infusion. The alchemical scoundrel can only craft a false tooth for themselves and maintain one false tooth at 
any time. At 8th level and again at 16th level, the alchemical scoundrel can create and maintain an additional 
false tooth at the same time. 
 
Identity Crisis (Su)  The alchemical scoundrel gains the mutagenic form and mutate class feature of the master 
chymistAPG prestige class, being able to use their mutate class feature two times a day. Mutating in this fashion 
forces the alchemical scoundrel to make a disguise check as though they had used a vigilante talent in their 
social identity. The alchemical scoundrel is considered to be in their vigilante identity while in their mutagenic 
form if they possess one, and their mutagenic form can be any alignment, although an alchemical scoundrel 
scoundrel doesn’t gain the benefit of their seamless guise class feature until they spend 1 minute to alter their 
appearance (this can be reduced with the quick changeUI and immediate changeUI social talents). The mutagenic 
form can take their vigilante identity, but does not know of the alchemical scoundrel’s social identity. At 8th 
level and every 4 levels thereafter, the alchemical scoundrel gains an additional use of their mutate ability. An 
alchemical scoundrel must possess the mutagenUM discovery to select this talent. 
 
Inspiring Cognatogen Master (Su)  The alchemical scoundrel gains the greater inspiring cognatogenACG discovery. 
At 16th level, they gain the grand inspiring cognatogenACG discovery. An alchemical scoundrel must possess the 
inspiring cognatogenACG discovery and be 12th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Mutagen Adept (Su)  The alchemical scoundrel gains the mutagenUM discovery, and can also select brute talents 
from the bruteUI archetype, although they can only use them while under the effects of their mutagen.  
 
Mutagen Master (Su)  The alchemical scoundrel gains the greater mutagenUM discovery. At 16th level, they gain 
the grand mutagenAPG discovery. An alchemical scoundrel must possess the mutagenUM discovery and be 12th 
level or higher to select this talent. 
 
NTD Supernova (Su)  The alchemical scoundrel increase the damage die of their bombs by 2 steps and increase 
the DC for their bombs by +2. An alchemical scoundrel must possess the bomb adept talent and be 20th level 
or higher to select this talent. 
 
Nyehilist (Su)  The alchemical scoundrel gains the true mutagenAPG grand discovery. An alchemical scoundrel 
must possess the mutagen master talent and be 20th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Quick Mutation* (Ex)  The alchemical scoundrel can imbibe their mutagen, cognatogen, inspiring cognatogen, or 
transform with the mutate ability as a move action and only needs to spend 30 minutes to create a new 
mutagen, cognatogen, or inspiring cognatogen. At 10th level, they can instead imbibe their mutagen, 
cognatogen, inspiring cognatogen, or transform as a swift action and only needs to spend 10 minutes to create 
a new mutagen, cognatogen, or inspiring cognatogen. An alchemical scoundrel must possess the mutagenUM, 
cognatogenUM, or inspiring cognatogenACG discovery and be 6th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Persistent Mutagen* (Ex)  The alchemical scoundrel gains the persistent mutagen class feature of the 
alchemistAPG which also affects their cognatogen and inspiring cognatogen. An alchemical scoundrel must 
possess the mutagenUM, cognatogenUM, or inspiring cognatogenACG discovery and be 12th level or higher to select 
this talent. 
 
Splash Technician (Ex)  The alchemical scoundrel gains Splash Sniper as a bonus feat, although they must meet 
the prerequisites for it. They can also reduce their hidden strike or sneak attack damage by 1 die to increase 
the DC of any splash weapon they use to deal hidden strike or sneak attack damage (including bombs) by +1. 
At 6th level and every 6 levels thereafter, they can reduce their hidden strike or sneak attack damage by an 
additional die to further increase the DC of any splash weapon they use by an additional +1. 
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Smoking Bomber (Su)  The alchemical scoundrel gains the smoke bombAPG discovery. At 8th level they gain the 
stink bombAPG discovery. At 14th level, they gain the inferno bombAPG discovery. If the alchemical scoundrel has 
the bomb tinkerer talent, they can change the type of damage their inferno bomb’s incendiary cloud  effect 
deals, although they can’t select sonic or force for the damage type. An alchemical scoundrel must possess the 
bomb adept talent to select this talent. 
 
Sniping Bomber (Ex)  The alchemical scoundrel gains the explosive missileAPG discovery. At 10th level, they can 
make a second attack with this discovery at a -6 penalty as a full round action, also applying a bomb to the 
attack. If the alchemical scoundrel also has the fast bombsAPG discovery, they can use the explosive missileAPG 
discovery as the first attack in a full-attack action. An alchemical scoundrel must possess the bomb adept talent 
and be 6th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
This ability alters vigilante talents. 
 
Consumed Vigilante 
Some people don’t know when to quit, when to take off the mask and rejoin society. A consumed vigilante has 
lost themselves to their cause, driven beyond measure by events which are better left unspoken. With inhuman 
devotion, consumed vigilantes are a force of nature, existing only to further their goals. 
 
No Identity A consumed vigilante loses their old identity to instead focus on their physical prowess, gaining the 
Nameless OneAA feat and 1 additional hit point per vigilante level they possess. If a consumed vigilante loses the 
benefits of this feat, they also lose all benefits from this archetype until they atone (as per atonement, as if 
restoring a class feature). 
 
This ability replaces dual identity and seamless guise. 
 
Social Talents (Ex) A consumed vigilante can never gain any social talents or select the Extra Social Talent 
feat. If the consumed vigilante would gain a social talent, they instead gain the Skill Focus feat or a feat which 
has Skill Focus as a prerequisite. 
 
This ability alters social talents. 
 
Focused Body (Su) At 1st level, a consumed vigilante needs only half as much food to avoid starvation, half 
as much water to avoid dehydration, and half as much sleep to heal injuries, avoid and recover from fatigue or 
exhaustion, and prepare spells. At 7th level, this is reduced to ¼th as much food, water, and sleep. At 13th 
level, a consumed vigilante no longer has to eat, drink, or sleep, although they still only require ¼th the amount 
of sleep to heal injuries and prepare spells. 
 
This ability replaces the 1st, 7th, and 13th level social talents. 
 
Word of Mouth (Ex) At 3rd level, a consumed vigilante’s accomplishments proceed them, treating them as 
though they had the renownUI social talent, although the consumed vigilante does not have to spread their own 
fame (they must still spend a week in the location in which they would be renowned). At 9th level, they are 
treated as though they had the great renownUI social talent and must spend only 3 days in the location which 
they would be renowned. At 15th level, they are treated as though they possessed the incredible renownUI social 
talent and must spend only 1 day in the location in which they would be renowned. 
 
This replaces the 3rd, 9th, and 15th level social talents. 
 
Concentrated Mind (Ex) At 5th level, a consumed vigilante learns how to focus their thoughts on only a single 
goal, gaining a +2 insight bonus to Will saving throws against mind-affecting effects. At 8th level and every 3 
levels afterwards, this morale bonus increases by +1. At 11th level, a consumed vigilante also adds this morale 
bonus to saving throws against fatigue, exhaustion, sickening, and nausea. At 17th level, a consumed vigilante 
also adds this morale bonus to saving throws against death effects and paralysis. 
 
This ability replaces the 5th, 11th, and 17th level social talents. 
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Truly Nameless (Su) At 19th level, a consumed vigilante cannot be scryed upon, and any attempts to do so 
automatically fail. All Knowledge (local) checks pertaining to them increase their DC by +15 to learn anything 
more than their assumed identity. 
 
This ability replaces the 19th level social talent. 
 
Draconic Avenger 
The vigil of a vigilante is lonely, and often dangerous in the extreme. Due to these reasons, some vigilantes 
enlist the help of others, of beast which are thought to exist only in legend. Draconic avengers are masters of 
their drakes, forming an invincible team which can stand against any foe. 
 
Masked Drake Companion A draconic avenger gains a drake companion, and their drake companion gains the 
glide drake power (air drakes instead gains the mount drake power, even if it would not qualify for it). Their 
drake also starts at Small rather than Tiny, altering its statistics as appropriate for its new size. A draconic 
avenger’s drake does not increase in size at 17th level. 
 
While in their social identity, as a standard action, a draconic avenger’s drake can take the form of a 
psuedodragon, being able to transform into its full size as a full round action. 
 
This ability replaces vigilante specialization. 
 
Strong Drake (Ex) At 3rd level, a draconic avenger’s drake is treated as 1 size larger for determining its 
carrying capacity and if it can be ridden. 
 
This ability replaces unshakable. 
 
Powerful Drake (Ex) At 5th level, a draconic avenger’s drake gains the mount drake power even if it would 
not qualify for it (air drakes instead gain the flight drake power), as well as two claw attacks which are treated 
as secondary natural attacks, dealing 1d4 damage. 
 
This ability replaces startling appearance. 
 
Mobile Drake (Ex) At 11th level, a draconic avenger’s drake gains the improved mount drake power and its 
claws are now treated as primary natural attacks. 
 
This ability replaces frightening appearance. 
 
Deadly Drake (Ex) At 17th level, a draconic avenger’s drake’s ability scores are altered as though it increased 
in size, although it does not take a penalty to its Dexterity, and its tail is now treated as a primary natural 
attack. 
 
This ability replaces stunning appearance. 
 
Drake Destroyer (Ex) At 20th level, a draconic avenger’s drake’s attacks deal additional damage equal to ½ 
its Strength modifier and have their critical threat ranges increased by 1; this increase stacks with Improved 
Critical and the Keen  weapon enhancement, although it is applied last. 
 
This ability replaces vengeance strike. 
 
Dragon Champion 
To some vigilante, dragons are the apex of their ideals, powerful and frightening creatures what rule over vast 
swaths of land with an iron fist. A dragon champion does their best to emulate these powerful creatures, 
drawing on their strength to become one with the power of the most ancient and powerful dragons. 
 
Draconic Identity (Su) While a dragon champion is in their vigilante identity, they are treated as though they 
possessed the dragon type (in addition to any other type they possess) for all spells and other effects, being 
treated as a dragon when it would be more favorable to them. A dragon champion must select one exemplar 
dragon, basing their abilities off of that dragon. A dragon champion can select from the following dragons, each 
one associated with its energy type: 

http://www.d20pfsrd.com/feats/combat-feats/improved-critical-combat-
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Red, Brass, Gold:  fire 
Black, Green, Copper : acid 
Blue, Bronze : electricity 
White, Silver :  cold 
 
If the dragon champion has the draconic bloodline class feature from  either the sorcerer or bloodragerACG class, 
they must select the same type as they did with that class feature.  A dragon champion can choose to manifest 
or hide any draconic talents they possess while not in their vigilante identity as a move action, and each 
draconic talent they manifest while in an identity other than their vigilante identity causes them to suffer a -5 
penalty on all disguise checks and cannot benefit from the seamless guise class feature when these features are 
manifested. A dragon champion manifesting a dragon talent while in an identity other than their vigilante 
identity must make a disguise check as though they used a vigilante talent while in their social identity. 
 
This ability alters dual identity, although it doesn’t prevent a character from taking another archetype which 
also alters dual identity. 
 
Draconic Talents (Ex or Su) A dragon champion can select from any of the following vigilante talents, in 
addition to general vigilante talents. 
 
Brutal Bite (Su)  The dragon champion cloaks their jaw in draconic energy manifesting as a bite attack. This bite 
attack is treated as a primary natural attack and deal 1d6 damage (1d4 damage for small dragon champions). 
At 6th level, the dragon champion increases the critical threat range of their bite attack by by 1 (this stacks with 
improved critical, but is applied last) and applies 1 ½ their Strength modifier on attacks made with this bite 
attack. At 12th level, the dragon champion’s reach with their bite attack increases by 5 ft. At 18th level, the 
dragon champion applies two times their Strength modifier on attacks made with this bite attack. If the dragon 
champion possess the dragon claws talent, the damage die of their bite becomes equal to that of their claws 
unless it would be lower. 
 
Draconic Resistance(Su)  The dragon champion’s body becomes incredibly resilient, gaining resist 3 against their 
exemplar dragon’s element. At 4th level and every 2 levels thereafter, this energy resistance increases by 3, 
becoming immunity at 14th level. In addition, the dragon champion’s natural attacks gained through draconic 
talents surge with power, dealing +1d6 energy damage of their exemplar dragon’s energy type. At 8th level and 
again at 16th, this damage increases by +1d6. 
 
Dragon Claws (Su)  The dragon champion sheathes their hands in draconic energy manifesting as a pair of 
claws. These claws are treated as a primary natural attack and deal 1d4 damage (1d3 damage for small dragon 
champions). At 6th level and every 6 levels thereafter, these claws increase their damage die by 1 size (1d6 at 
6th, 1d8 at 12th, and 2d6 at 18th).  
 
Dragon Slayer’s Blade (Su)  The dragon champion can channel their wyrm breath into a weapon they are 
currently wielding (including unarmed strikes) as an attack action, allowing them to make a single attack with it 
(this can be used with the Vital Strike feat, one punch assault talent, or an iaijutsu slash from the mercurial 
duelist archetype [Imperial Archetypes], being treated as an iaijutsu talent for the limit of iaijutsu talents that 
can be applied to an iaijutsu slash). This attack deals additional damage equal to the dragon champion’s breath 
weapon upon a successful hit, being treated as the wyrm breath talent for the purposes of ignoring energy 
resistance and immunity. A dragon champion must have the wyrm breath talent and be 10th level or higher to 
select this talent 
 
Fearsome Facade (Su)  The dragon champion’s presence is terrifying to others, gaining the Dazzling Display feat, 
being treated as though they had the Weapon Focus feat for all natural weapons gained with draconic talents 
and the draconic bloodline for the purposes of using this feat. At 6th level, they can use the Dazzling Display 
feat as a move action. At 12th level, they can use the Dazzling Display feat as a swift action. At 18th level, any 
creature demoralized by the dragon champion using their Dazzling Display feat is frightened instead of shaken 
for the duration of the demoralization. A dragon champion must have either the brutal bite, dragon claws, 
tyrant tail talent or the draconic bloodline power to select this talent. 
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Great Wyrm Breath (Su)  The dragon champion’s breath weapon increases to a 30 ft. cone or a 60 ft. line and 
adds +2 damage to each d6 of damage it deals. At 16th level, it again increases to a 45 ft. cone or 90 ft. line. A 
dragon champion must have the wyrm breath talent and be 8th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Steel Scales (Su)  The dragon champion’s skin gleams with a coat of shimmering scales, gaining a +1 natural 
armor bonus and DR 1/magic. At 6th level and every 4 levels afterwards, this natural armor bonus and damage 
reduction increases by +1. 
 
True Dragon Blood (Ex)  The dragon champion’s draconic talents (except for the fearsome facade or wyrm 
breath talents as well as talents which require those talents as a prerequisite) are now extraordinary abilities 
instead of supernatural abilities. The dragon champion gains a +1 circumstance bonus on all intimidate checks 
as well as diplomacy checks against dragons for each draconic talent they manifest. For every 2 draconic talents 
the dragon champion manifest (including this one), they treat their dragon champion level as 1 higher for the 
effects of the manifested talents. A draconic champion must have either the brutal bite, dragon claws, steel 
scales, tyrant tail, or wings of the beast talent to select this talent. 
 
Tyrant Tail (Su)  The dragon champion can form a strong tail behind them made of draconic energy, granting 
them a tail attack. This tail attack is treated as a secondary natural attack and deals 1d6 damage (1d4 for small 
dragon champions). At 6th level, trip attempts made with this tail attack gain a +2 and if the dragon champion’s 
trip attempt fails by 10 or more, they can’t be tripped in return. At 12th level, this tail is treated as a primary 
natural attack. At 18th level, whenever the dragon champion makes a successful hit with their tail, they can 
make a free trip attack with it. If the dragon champion possess the dragon claws talent, the damage of their tail 
attack becomes equal to that of their claws unless it would be lower. 
 
Wings of the Beast (Su)  The dragon champion forms a spectral pair of wings, granting them a fly speed of 40 ft. 
with average maneuverability. At 12th level, their flight speed increases to 60 ft. with good maneuverability, 
while at 18th level their flight speed increases to 100 ft. with perfect maneuverability. A dragon champion must 
be 6th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Wyrm Breath (Su)  The dragon champion gains the ability to channel their draconic might into a breath weapon. 
This breath weapon deals 1d6 damage determined by the dragon champion’s exemplar dragon. This breath 
weapon can either be a 15 ft. cone or a 30 ft. line. At 4th level and every 3 levels afterwards, the damage of the 
dragon champion’s breath weapon increases by +1d6 damage. At 6th level the dragon champion’s breath 
weapon ignores up to 10 points of energy resistance against the energy type it deals. At 12th level, the dragon 
champion’s instead ignores up to 20 points of energy resistance. At 18th level, the dragon champion’s breath 
weapon instead treats immunity as resist 30, although they do not ignore this energy resistance. The dragon 
champion must wait 1d4 rounds after using their breath weapon before using it again. 
 
Dread Champion 
Evil has its champions as well, although the most insidious of its ranks aren’t those who blatantly revel in their 
sin. Dread champions are nefarious individuals who hide among the ranks of their kind, acting as agents of evil 
in the world and furthering the goals of themselves or other more vile patrons. 
 
Alignment A dread champion’s vigilante identity must be evil. A dread champion whose vigilante identity 
becomes non-evil cannot gain new levels as a vigilante and loses all dread champion spells and class features 
(including the dread talents, but not weapon, armor, and shield proficiencies). They regain their abilities and 
advancement potential if they atone for their violations (see the atonement spell), as appropriate. 
 
Aura of Evil (Ex) The power of a dread champion’s aura of evil (see the detect good  spell) is equal to their 
dread champion level. A paladin who uses smite evil on a dread champion deals 2 points of damage per paladin 
level on their first successful attack. 
 
Smite Good (Su) A dread champion gains the smite good class feature of the antipaladinAPG, treating their 
dread champion level as their antipaladin level for the purpose of how much damage they deal with this ability. 
At 4th level and every 4 levels thereafter, they can smite good 1 additional time per day. 
 
This ability replaces vigilante specialization. 
 
Malice Sight (Su) At 1st level, a dread champion gains the detect good class feature of the antipaladinAPG. 
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This replaces the 1st level social talent. 
 
Dread Talents (Su) A dread champion can select from any of the following vigilante talents, in addition to 
general vigilante talents. 
 
Aura of Cowardice (Su)  The dread champion gains the aura of cowardice class feature of the antipaladinAPG. 
 
Dedicated Smite (Su)  The dread champion treats all good foes as though they were outsiders with the good 
subtype when determining how much damage their smite deals. A dread champion must be 10th level or higher 
to select this talent. 
 
Fiendish Companion (Su)  The dread champion gains the fiendish boon class feature, although they are only able 
to gain the service of a fiendish servant. A dread champion must be 6th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Limited Unholy Resilience (Su)  The dread champion gains a bonus equal to their Charisma modifier (if any) on 
their saving throws; this bonus cannot exceed the dread champion’s class level. 
 
Protective Resilience (Su)  If the dread champion is wearing light armor or no armor, they gain a bonus equal to 
their Charisma modifier (if any) to their armor class; this bonus cannot exceed the dread champion’s class level. 
 
Reckless Smite (Su)  The dread champion treats all neutral creatures as good for their smite good. A dread 
champion must be 10th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Villainous Smite (Su)  While the dread soul is smiting a foe, they treat their BAB as equal to their character level 
for the purpose of attacks being made against the target of their smite. 
 
Spellcasting At 4th level, a dread champion can cast divine spells as an antipaladin and uses the antipaladin’s 
spell list. A dread champion who is lawful evil replaces protection from law  with protection from chaos , magic 
circle against law  with magic circle against chaos , and dispel law  with dispel chaos . A neutral evil dread 
champion can choose to replace these spells once they gain this class feature. Once the choice to replace these 
spells has been made, it cannot be changed. 
 
This ability replaces the 4th, 8th, 12th, and 16th level vigilante talents. 
 
Cruel Smite (Su) At 5th level, a dread champion gains a cruelty, treating their dread champion level as their 
effective antipaladin level for which cruelty they can select. Whenever the dread champion uses their smite, 
once per round as a free action they can apply one cruelty to the target of their smite upon a successful hit. At 
10th level and every 5 levels thereafter, they can select an additional cruelty, although they can only apply 1 
cruelty to their smite at a time. 
 
This ability replaces startling appearance and stunning appearance. 
 
Masked Evil (Su) At 5th level, a dread champion is treated as though under the constant effect of an 
undetectable alignment  spell with a caster level equal to their vigilante level. At 9th level, this instead changes 
to aura alteration OA (although they can only manipulate their alignment aura), and at 13th level they can also 
manipulate their emotion, health, and magical aura with this ability. 
 
This ability replaces the 5th, 9th, and 13th level social talents. 
 
Aura of Despair (Su) At 11th level, a dread champion gains the aura of despair class feature of the 
antipaladinAPG. 
 
This ability replaces frightening appearance. 
 
Dominant Cruelty (Su) At 20th level, whenever the dread champion uses their cruel smite, their foe must roll 
their saving throw twice, taking the lower result. 
 
This ability replaces vengeance strike 
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Fortune Thief 
Life and death are lived on the flip of a coin, and few are as starkly aware of that as vigilantes. But sometimes 
fate needs a little push, and fortune thieves are willing to provide it. Masters of luck, fortune thieves know how 
to change the flow of combat in an instant, bolstering their own luck while draining that of others. 
 
Luck Thief (Su) At 1st level, a fortune thief gains access to a pool of luck, granting them the supernatural 
ability to draw upon the misfortune of others. They gain a hexAPG of their choice from the witchAPG class. 
Whenever a creature fails a save against a hex originating from the fortune thief, the fortune thief gains 1 luck 
point, being able to possess a number of luck points equal to their Charisma modifier (minimum 1). Whenever a 
fortune thief gains a luck point, it last indefinitely until they spend it or die, although their luck does not refill 
after resting. A fortune thief can spend 1 luck point as a free action to reroll 1 skill check or gain a +1 luck 
bonus to attack and damage rolls for a number of rounds equal to their Charisma modifier (minimum 1). For 
every 4 levels beyond 1st, this luck bonus increases by +1, to a maximum of +5 at 17th level. A fortune thief 
can only gain 1 luck point from a creature, needing to wait 1 week before being able to gain another luck point 
from that creature, and a creature that voluntarily fails a save against the fortune’s thief does not provide any 
luck points. 
 
A creature must have a number of Hit Dice equal to or greater than half the fortune thief’s character level or the 
fortune thief does not gain any luck points when they fail a save against a non-harmless hex. A fortune thief can 
use their Charisma modifier to determine the save DC and other effects of hexes, including those gained from 
other classes. 
 
This ability replaces vigilante specialization. 
 
Fortune Talents (Su) A fortune thief can select a hex instead of a vigilante talent, and is treated as though 
they possessed the hex class feature of the witchAPG for the purposes of selecting the Extra HexAPG feat. A fortune 
thief can also select any of the following vigilante talents in addition to general vigilante talents.  
 
Always Lucky (Su)  Whenever the fortune thief rests for 8 hours, if they don’t possess any luck points, they gain 
1 luck point. At 10th level, if they have 1 or less luck points after resting for 8 hours, they instead increase their 
luck points to 2. The fortune thief can only benefit from this ability once every 24 hours. 
 
Hex Strike (Ex)  The fortune thief gains the Hex StrikeUC feat, although they can choose to apply it to a melee 
weapon other than an unarmed strike. Once this weapon is selected, it cannot be changed. If the fortune thief 
chooses to apply it to their unarmed strikes, they gain Improved Unarmed Strike as a bonus feat if they don’t 
already have it. The fortune thief does not need to meet the prerequisites for these feats. 
 
Hoarded Luck (Ex)  Whenever the fortune thief has three or more luck points, they gain a +1 luck bonus on 
attack and damage rolls, AC, skill checks, and saving throws. For each two luck points beyond three the luck 
thief possesses, this bonus increases by +1. 
 
Hot Streak (Su)  Whenever the fortune thief spends a luck point to gain a bonus to attack and damage rolls or 
AC, this bonus lasts for an additional number of rounds equal to their Charisma modifier (minimum 1). 
 
Impossibly Lucky (Su)  Whenever the fortune thief spends a luck point to reroll a skill check, attack roll, or 
saving throw, they gain a bonus on this roll equal to their Charisma modifier (minimum 1). A fortune thief must 
be 8th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Improved Luck (Su)  The fortune thief increases the amount of luck they can possess by 1. At 8th level and 
every 4 levels afterwards, the amount of luck the fortune thief can possess is increased by an additional 1. A 
fortune thief must be 4th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Lucky Dodge (Su)  As a free action, the fortune thief can spend a luck point to gain a luck bonus to their AC 
equal to their charisma modifier until the beginning of their next round. At 6th level, this bonus is doubled 
against attack rolls to confirm critical hits. At 12th level, the fortune thief gains a 50% chance to ignore critical 
hits or sneak attacks while this talent is active. At 18th level, this is increased to a 75% chance to ignore critical 
hits or sneak attack. 
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Lucky Hit (Su)  As a free action, the fortune thief can spend a luck point to reroll an attack or damage roll. At 8th 
level, the fortune thief can spend 3 luck points to make an additional attack at their highest base attack bonus. 
At 16th level, when the fortune thief spends luck points to make an additional attack, they can roll that attack 
roll twice, taking the better result. 
 
Lucky Save (Su)  As an immediate action, the fortune thief can spend 2 luck points to reroll one saving throw, 
although they must accept the results of this new saving throw, even if it is worse than the original. At 8th 
level, the fortune thief can instead spend 2 luck points to force a creature to reroll any critical threat made 
against them. 
 
Major Hex (Su)  The fortune thief gains a major hexAPG and can select major hexes with the Extra Hex feat and in 
place of a vigilante talent. A fortune thief must be 10th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Savage Hex (Su)  Whenever the fortune thief uses a hex against a creature, on a failed save the creature also 
takes damage equal to the fortune thief’s level. 
 
Split Hex (Su)  The fortune thief gains the Split HexUM feat. The fortune thief does not need to meet the 
prerequisites for this feat. A fortune thief must be 10th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Split Hex, Improved (Su)  The fortune thief gains the Split Major HexUM feat. The fortune thief does not need to 
meet the prerequisites for this feat. A fortune thief must have the split hex and major hex talents and be 18th 
level or higher to select this talent. 
 
This ability alters vigilante talents. 
 
Ultimate Luck (Su) At 20th level, a fortune thief learns a grand hexAPG, and any creature that fails a save 
against a grand hex grants them 2 luck points. A fortune thief can spend all of their luck points (minimum 1) 
whenever they would be reduced to 0 or lower hit points as an immediate action, negating all damage they 
would receive until the beginning of their next round.  
 
This ability replaces vengeance strike. 
 
Gore Fiend 
While some vigilantes practice restraint in their actions, a gore fiend knows only brutality, feeding on those 
weaker than them. While some try to restrain themselves, even the most noble of gore fiends are savage 
monsters, living to gorge themselves on the flesh of others. 
 
Evil Vigilante (Ex) A gore fiend’s vigilante identity must be evil. A gore fiend whose vigilante identity becomes 
non-evil cannot gain new levels as a vigilante or gain viscera points until they feast upon the corpse of a 
creature they have killed, changing their alignment back to evil. 
 
This ability alters dual identity. 
 
Feasting Fangs (Ex) A gore fiend gains a bite attack which deals 1d6 damage plus 1 ½ times their Strength 
modifier. The gore fiend treats this as a manufactured weapon for the purposes of how many times they can 
attack with it, and all other natural attacks the gore fiend may possess are treated as secondary natural attacks 
if used in the same round as this bite attack. Whenever a gore fiend deals at least 1 point of damage with their 
bite attack against a living creature in combat, they gain 1 point of viscera.  
 
A gore fiend can spend 1 viscera point as a free action to rage as per the unchained barbarianPU class feature for 
a number of rounds equal to the gore fiend’s Constitution modifier. A gore fiend can only gain 1 viscera point 
per round, and viscera points last for 24 hours or until they are spent. A gore fiend can only possess 1 viscera 
point at a time. At 6th level and every 6 levels thereafter, a gore fiend can possess an additional viscera point. 
 
Dealing damage on a helpless or unaware creature or on a creature that has fewer Hit Dice than half the gore 
fiend’s character level does not allow them to gain any viscera points, as the surge of energy from combat is as 
important as the devoured flesh to a gore fiend. A construct cannot take this archetype, but an undead creature 
can, using their Charisma modifier instead of their Constitution to determine the duration of their rage and how 
many times they can use their auto cannibalization class feature, treating their rage as a supernatural ability. 
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This ability replaces vigilante specialization. 
 
Rage Power At 2nd level, a gore fiend gains a rage power as though they were an unchained barbarian. They 
also treat themselves as an unchained barbarian of their class level for the purpose of selecting rage powers 
and their effects. All natural attacks the gore fiend gains through rage powers are treated as primary natural 
attacks unless they would normally be treated as secondary natural attacks (such as hooves). At 4th level and 
every 2 levels thereafter, a gore fiend can select a rage power in place of a vigilante talent. 
 
This ability replaces the 2nd level vigilante talent and alters vigilante talents. 
 
Auto Cannibalization (Ex) At 3rd level, as a move action gore fiend can eat a part of their own body, dealing 
an amount damage to themselves equal to their character level to gain 1 viscera point. A gore fiend can use this 
ability a number of times per day equal to their Constitution modifier (minimum 1), although they cannot spend 
viscera points gained from this ability on their visceral healing class feature. This damage cannot be reduced by 
damage reduction and ignores temporary hit points. 
 
This ability replaces unshakable. 
 
Visceral Healing (Ex) At 5th level, a gore fiend can spend 1 viscera point as a move action to heal a number 
of hit points equal to their level. 
 
This ability replaces startling appearance. 
 
Furious Rage (Ex) At 11th level, whenever a gore fiend spends a viscera point to enter a rage, they instead 
enter a greater rage. 
 
This ability replaces frightening appearance. 
 
Tyrant Fangs (Ex) At 17th level, whenever a gore fiend gains a viscera point from their bite attack, their foe 
also takes 2 Constitution damage. 
 
This ability replaces stunning appearance. 
 
Blood Rage (Ex) At 20th level, whenever a gore fiend spends a viscera point to enter a rage, they instead 
enter a mighty rage. 
 
This ability replaces vengeance strike. 
 
Hellion 
When the souls of the damned pass through this world, they don’t always end up where they should. At times, 
destiny intervenes, saving the soul of those who still have business in this world. Hellions are those who have 
been saved from such a fate, given a second chance at life to live as they choose. Some hellions take the 
chance to redeem themselves, while others use their newfound power to sow suffering and pain. 
 
Aura of Evil (Su) The power of a hellion’s aura of evil (see the detect good  spell) is equal to their hellion level, 
even if they are not themselves evil, being treated as evil for the purposes of spells and other abilities that are 
dependant on their alignment. 
 
Damned Loyalty (Ex) When a hellion is killed, their soul is instantly claimed by the lower planes. In time, the 
hellion’s soul is transformed into an evil outsider appropriate to the greatest sins the hellion reveled in while 
they lived (if any). A lawful hellion is sworn to devils, a chaotic hellion is sworn to demons, and a neutral hellion 
is sworn to daemons. 
 
Any character attempting to resurrect a slain hellion must succeed at a caster level check equal to 11 + the 
hellion’s level or the spell fails. That character cannot attempt to resurrect the hellion again until the following 
day, though other characters can attempt to do so. 
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Hellfire (Su) A hellion can control one of the most dangerous forms of energy in existence, hellfire. As a free 
action, a hellion can ignite 1 weapon which they are currently wielding in hellfire. A weapon wreathed in hellfire 
deals an additional +1d6 profane damage (profane damage is unable to be reduced by fire resistance). At 8th 
level and again at 16th, the hellfire deals an additional +1d6 damage. A hellion can maintain their hellfire for a 
number of rounds per day equal to 3 + ½ their hellion level, and can end this effect as a free action. If a 
creature’s hit points are reduced to 0 or lower from this damage, it is entirely disintegrated, leaving behind only 
a trace of fine dust. A disintegrated creature's equipment is unaffected. 
 
This ability replaces the 2nd, 8th, and 16th level vigilante talents. 
 
Consuming Hellfire (Su) At 5th level, whenever the hellion successfully damages a foe while their hellfire is 
active, they can choose to spend 1 round of their hellfire as a swift action to engulf the foe in flames. Treat this 
as though the foe had caught fire, except it lasts for a number of rounds equal to the hellion’s Charisma 
modifier and the Reflex save to put it out is 10 + ½ the hellion’s level + their Charisma modifier. This hellfire 
can be extinguished instantly by dousing it with holy water, but not normal water, instead requiring a successful 
reflex save to put it out. At 8th level and again at 16th, this ability deals an additional +1d6 profane damage 
per round. 
 
This ability replaces startling appearance. 
 
Cursed Hellfire (Su) At 11th level, whenever the hellion successfully attacks a foe while their hellfire is active, 
they can choose to spend 2 round of their hellfire as a swift action to force the target to make a Will saving 
throw (DC 10 + ½ the hellion’s level + their Charisma modifier) or be cursed as per bestow curse . If a creature 
dies while affected by this curse, it is unable to be brought back to life until the curse is removed. 
 
This ability replaces frightening appearance. 
 
Damning Hellfire (Su) At 17th level, whenever the hellion uses their consuming hellfire ability, they can 
spend an additional 2 rounds of their hellfire to cause their foe to gain 1 negative level for each round they are 
on fire. If a creature gains an amount of negative levels equal to their hit die, the hellion can decide to destroy 
their soul as a free action; a creature whose soul has been destroyed can only be brought back to life by a 
miracle  or wish  spell. Destroying a creature’s soul is an evil act. 
 
This ability replaces stunning appearance. 
 
Mercurial Duelist 
One slash, one kill; that is the philosophy of the mercurial duelist. A master of their craft, a mercurial duelist 
acts only when needed, a paragon of efficiency. In that one attack, a mercurial duelist can debilitate opponents 
in the blink of an eye, leaving nothing but a stain on their blade as they wander to their next destination. 
 
Weapon Proficiencies A mercurial duelist is proficient with all one handed slashing weapons, estocsMTT, 
rapiers, and swordcanes. 
 
This alters the vigilante’s normal weapon proficiencies. 
 
Iaijutsu Slash (Ex) The Mercurial Duelist can draw and make an attack with a one-handed slashing weapon, 
estocMTT, rapier, or swordcane as a standard action, treating their vigilante level as their base attack bonus for 
this attack. Treat the mercurial duelist as wielding this weapon in two hands for purposes of determining 
damage and interactions with feats and class abilities. A mercurial duelist can only make an iaijutsu slash with a 
weapon that is sized for them and is within a sheath (including a combat scabbard) when the iaijutsu slash is 
declared, and can sheathe their weapon as a free action after making an iaijutsu slash. 
 
At 6th level the mercurial duelist may apply the effects of the Vital Strike feat to their iaijutsu slash and deal 
two times their Strength modifier with this attack, even if they do not posses the feat. At 10th level they may 
instead apply Improved Vital Strike and deal 2 ½ their Strength modifier, and at 14th level they can instead 
apply Greater Vital Strike and deal three times their Strength modifier. Feats or talents that affect Vital Strike 
cannot be applied to an iaijutsu slash unless otherwise stated. 
 
A Mercurial Duelist gains Quick Draw as a bonus feat 
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This ability replaces vigilante specialization. 
 
Ancestral Weapon (Su) At 1st level, a mercurial duelist gains a masterwork weapon of their choice, and it 
must be one with which they could make an iaijutsu slash. This weapon is typically handed down through the 
mercurial duelist’s family or given to them by a lord or mentor. 
 
Unlike a normal weapon, a mercurial duelist can enhance their ancestral weapon in a very specific fashion. A 
mercurial duelist can sacrifice an amount of gold or other valuable items as tribute equal to the cost of the 
enhancement they are attempting to add and spend 1 hour in meditation. At the end of this hour, the mercurial 
duelist must make a Knowledge (nobility) check equal to the Spellcraft check they would normally need to make 
to enhance their weapon, being treated as though they possessed all spells needed for the enhancement and a 
caster level equal to their mercurial duelist level.  
 
If this check is successful, the tribute disappears, and the weapon is enhanced as it normally would be. If this 
check fails, the tribute remains, and the mercurial duelist must wait 1 day before attempting to enhance their 
weapon again. While an ancestral weapon can be enhanced normally, it is considered disrespectful to do so. An 
ancestral weapon can also be reforged with a different material such as cold iron or adamantine in the same 
fashion, although the tribute must be composed entirely of the desired material. 
 
If the mercurial duelist’s ancestral weapon is lost or destroyed, it can be replaced after 1 week in a special ritual 
that costs 200 gp per mercurial duelist level plus the cost of the masterwork weapon. This ritual takes 8 hours 
to complete. Weapons replaced in this way do not possess any of the additional enchantments of the previous 
ancestral weapon. A mercurial duelist can designate an existing weapon as their new ancestral weapon as long 
as they could use it to make an iaijutsu slash. This functions in the same way as replacing a lost or destroyed 
weapon except that the new weapon retains its abilities while gaining the benefits and drawbacks of becoming 
an ancestral weapon. 
 
This ability the 1st level social talent. 
 
Mercurial Talents (Ex or Su) A mercurial duelist can select any of the following vigilante talents in addition to 
general vigilante talents. The mercurial duelist can only apply one iaijutsu talent to an iaijutsu slash, and must 
declare what talent they are using before they attack. Iaijutsu talents are marked with the [iaijutsu] tag. 
 
Anima Blade (Su)  The mercurial duelist gains the anima union class feature of the arsenal summoner archetype 
[Legendary Vigilantes], their weapon’s anima often being the spirit of a duelist still connected to this world. The 
mercurial duelist’s anima gains ranks in Knowledge (nobility) instead of Knowledge (arcana). If the mercurial 
duelist’s anima is lost, they can spend 8 hours meditating to have it teleport to their location from wherever it 
is, even if it is on a different plane. This anima can only be enhanced by the mercurial duelist’s ancestral 
weapon class feature, and can aid them in making any related skill checks. 
 
Assassination Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes a successful iaijutsu slash, the foe 
who was hit by this iaijutsu slash must make a Perception check with a DC equal to the mercurial duelist’s 
attack roll or be completely unaware the mercurial duelist made an attack against them. All those who would 
have seen the attack must make the same Perception check with a -5 penalty to be aware of the attack. The 
mercurial duelist can delay the effects of this attack (including damage) by a number of rounds equal to their 
Charisma modifier (minimum 1). At 12th level, for each round the mercurial duelist delays the effects of their 
attack, their foe takes an additional +3 damage. At 18th level, the mercurial duelist can instead delay the 
effects of their attack for a number of minutes equal to their Charisma modifier (minimum 1), increasing the 
amount of damage their foe takes to +6 per minute the effect is delayed. If the mercurial duelist wishes, they 
may trigger the damage early as an immediate action. A mercurial duelist must be 6th level or higher to select 
this talent. 
 
Crippling Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes a successful iaijutsu slash, their foe must 
make a Reflex saving throw or take 1d4 Dexterity damage. At 12th level, this Dexterity damage increases to 
1d6. At 18th level, this Dexterity damage increases to 1d8. A mercurial duelist must be 6th level or higher to 
select this talent. 
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Critical Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes an iaijutsu slash, increase the critical range 
of the weapon by 1, although its critical multiplier is reduced to 2x if it wasn’t already. This increase stacks with 
Improved Critical and the Keen  weapon enhancement, although it is applied last. At 12th level, the weapon’s 
critical threat range is increased by an additional 1. A mercurial duelist must be 6th level or higher to select this 
talent. 
 
Crushing Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes a successful iaijutsu slash, their foe must 
make a Reflex saving throw or take a -2 to their AC for a number of rounds equal to the mercurial duelist’s 
Charisma modifier (minimum 1). At 6th level, this penalty increases to -4. At 12th level, this penalty increases 
to -6. This penalty does not stack with itself or other uses of this talent. 
 
Disemboweling Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes a successful iaijutsu slash, their foe 
must make a Reflex saving throw or take 1d4 Constitution damage. At 16th level, this Constitution damage 
increases to 1d6. A mercurial duelist must be 10th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Disfiguring Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes a successful iaijutsu slash, their foe must 
make a Reflex saving throw or take 1d6 Charisma damage. At 12th level, this Charisma damage increases to 
1d8. At 18th level, this Charisma damage increases to 1d10. A mercurial duelist must be 6th level or higher to 
select this talent. 
 
Dishonorable Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes a successful iaijutsu slash, they can 
make a dirty trick attempt against their foe as a free action, being treated as though they had the Improved 
Dirty TrickAPG feat. At 8th level, the mercurial duelist is treated as though they had the Greater Dirty TrickAPG feat 
when using this talent. At 14th level, the foe must use a full round action to remove the effect of the dirty trick. 
This talent is treated as the dirty fighter talent for the purposes of meeting the prerequisites of the dirty genius 
talent. 
 
Dispelling Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes a successful iaijutsu slash, they can can 
make a dispel check against their target as though using the targeted dispel function of dispel magic , treating 
their mercurial duelist level as their caster level. At 14th level, this talent is instead treated as greater dispel 
magic . A mercurial duelist must be 8th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Efficient Grip (Ex)  The mercurial duelist is treated as one size larger when determining how much damage they 
deal with melee attacks. This talent cannot be used with the heavy arms hero [Legendary Vigilantes] talent. 
 
Focused Draw (Ex)  The mercurial duelist adds their Charisma modifier to damage done with their iaijutsu slash. 
At 6th level, they add 1 ½ their Charisma modifier. At 10th level, they add two times their Charisma modifier. 
At 14th level they add 2 ½ their Charisma modifier. 
 
Hindering Slash (Ex)  [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes a successful iaijutsu slash, their foe must 
make a Reflex saving throw or be staggered for 1 round. At 12th round, the foe is instead stunned for 1 round. 
At 18th level, is instead paralyzed for 1 round and then stunned for 1 round. A mercurial duelist must be 6th 
level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Lethal Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes a successful iaijutsu slash, their foe must 
make a Reflex saving throw or die. A mercurial duelist must be 18th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Lethargy Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes a successful iaijutsu slash, their foe must 
make a Fortitude saving throw or become fatigued for a number of rounds equal to the mercurial duelist’s 
Charisma modifier (minimum 1). At 8th level, their foe is instead exhausted for the duration of this effect. At 
14th round, the foe is also staggered for 1 round. 
 
Lightning Blade (Ex)  The mercurial duelist can make an iaijutsu slash at the end of a charge action. If the 
mercurial duelist applied an iaijutsu talent to their iaijutsu slash, increase its DC by 1. At 12th level and again at 
18th level, this increase to the iaijutsu talent’s DC increases by an additional 1. A mercurial duelist must be 6th 
level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Massive Blade (Ex)  The mercurial duelist gains proficiency in all two-handed slashing weapons and can use a 
two-handed slashing weapon to make iaijutsu slashes, although doing so still only requires them to have one 
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free hand to wield it while making an iaijutsu slash. This weapon does not need to be in a sheathe, but it cannot 
be wielded when the iaijutsu slash is declared. When this talent is selected, the mercurial duelist can change 
their ancestral weapon to a two-handed slashing weapon of their choice, causing it to instantly transform into 
the chosen weapon. 
 
Misleading Strike (Ex)  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes an iaijutsu slash, they increase their reach by 5 ft. 
for this attack. At 12th level, they increase their reach for this attack by an additional 5 ft. A mercurial duelist 
must be 6th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Overkill Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes a successful iaijutsu slash, if the mercurial 
duelist’s attack roll exceeds their foe’s AC by 15 or more, the attack is treated as a critical threat regardless of 
the roll, although the weapon’s critical modifier is changed to x2 (if it wasn’t already). At 20th level, the attack 
is instead treated as a critical hit. A mercurial duelist must be 16th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Penetrating Edge (Ex)  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes an iaijutsu slash, they ignore an amount of 
damage reduction or hardness equal to ½ their mercurial duelist level. At 4th level, a mercurial duelist’s weapon 
is treated as silver and cold iron for the purposes of penetrating damage reduction while making an iaijutsu 
slash. At 8th level, a mercurial duelist’s weapon is treated as adamantine for the purposes of penetrating 
damage reduction while making an iaijutsu slash. At 12th level, a mercurial duelist’s weapon is treated as any 
alignment they wish for the purposes of penetrating damage reduction while making an iaijutsu slash.  
 
Powerful Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes a successful iaijutsu slash, they can make 
a free bull rush attempt (this does not provoke an attack of opportunity) against their foe, and they are not 
required to move with their opponent. At 8th level, if the foe is pushed back by this talent, they are also 
knocked prone. At 14th level, if the foe is knocked prone by this talent, they are also staggered for 1 round. 
 
Sharp Reflexes (Ex)  The mercurial duelist gains Combat Reflexes as a bonus feat. Once per round, the mercurial 
duelist can make an iaijutsu slash as an attack of opportunity, although they can’t apply any iaijutsu talents to 
it. A mercurial duelist is treated as wielding their weapon and threatens with it even when it is sheathed. At 
10th level, they increase the range they threaten by 5 ft. for the purpose of making attacks of opportunity and 
they can apply one iaijutsu talent to their attack of opportunity. 
 
Sheath Block (Ex)  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes an iaijutsu slash, if they have a free hand, they can 
use it to pull out their sheath, gaining a +2 shield bonus against melee attacks until the beginning of their next 
turn. At the beginning of their next turn, they can return their sheath to their hip and sheathe their weapon as a 
free action. At 8th level and every 6 levels thereafter, this bonus increases by +1. A mercurial duelist cannot 
use this talent and storm slash on the same round. 
 
Soul Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes a successful iaijutsu slash, their foe must make 
a Reflex saving throw or gain 1 negative level. At 18th level, this is increased to 2 negative levels. A mercurial 
duelist must be 12th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Spell Slicer (Ex)  The mercurial duelist gains the SpellcutWMH as a bonus feat feat, though they do not have to 
meet the prerequisites for this feat, treating their base attack bonus as though it was equal to their vigilante 
level for this feat. A mercurial duelist must be 6th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Storm Draw (Ex)  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes an iaijutsu slash, all ranged attacks which target them 
take a -3 penalty until the beginning of their next round (unusually massive ranged weapons (such as boulders 
or ballista bolts) and ranged attacks generated by spell effects are not affected by this talent). At 8th level, this 
penalty increase to -4 and applies to massive ranged weapons. At 14th level, this penalty increases to -5 and 
applies to ranged attacks generated by spell effects. A mercurial duelist cannot use this talent and sheath block 
on the same round 
 
Sudden Parry (Ex)  Once per round, when a creature makes an attack against the mercurial duelist, they can 
expend a use of an attack of opportunity to attempt to deflect that attack. The mercurial duelist makes an 
attack roll as though making an attack of opportunity with their iaijutsu slash. If their result is greater than the 
attacking creature's result, the creature's attack automatically misses.  
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The mercurial duelist must declare the use of this ability after the creature's attack is announced, but before its 
attack roll is made, and if they use this talent, they can’t make an attack of opportunity with their iaijutsu slash 
using the sharp reflexes talent. If the mercurial duelist successfully deflects an attack, they can make an attack 
against the foe whose attack they deflected as an immediate action, and they may sheathe their weapon as a 
free action after resolving this attack. At 12th level, this attack of opportunity can be an iaijutsu slash and the 
mercurial duelist can apply one iaijutsu talent to it. A mercurial duelist must have the sharp reflexes talent and 
be 6th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Tempest Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  The mercurial duelist can make an iaijutsu slash at a range of 30 ft., attacking a 
foe with the wind pressure of their slash. Treat this attack as a melee attack for how the attack and damage 
rolls are determined for this talent. At 8th level, this range increase to 60 ft. At 14th level, this range increases 
to 120 ft. This talent is treated as a ranged attack of one size smaller than the mercurial duelist for how wind 
and other effects affects it. 
 
Terrifying Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes a successful iaijutsu slash, their foe must 
make a Will saving throw or become shaken for a number of rounds equal to the mercurial duelist’s Charisma 
modifier (minimum 1). At 8th level, the foe is also frightened for 1 round. At 14th level, the foe is also cowering 
for 1 round and then frightened for 1 round. This is a fear effect. 
 
Vacuum Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes an iaijutsu slash, they can select 1 foe 
within 10 ft. of them, forcing that foe to make a Reflex saving throw or be pulled 5 ft. towards the mercurial 
duelist. This movement resolves before the attack roll, allowing them to target that foe with their iaijutsu slash. 
At 10th level, the foe can be up to 20 ft. away and pulled up to 10 ft., taking a -2 penalty to their AC against 
the attack. At 14th level, the foe can be up to 30 ft away and pulled up to 15 ft., the penalty to their AC 
increasing to -4. A mercurial duelist must be 6th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Weakening Slash (Ex) [iaijutsu]  Whenever the mercurial duelist makes a successful iaijutsu slash, their foe 
must make a Reflex saving throw or suffer a -2 penalty to all saving throws for a number of rounds equal to the 
mercurial duelist’s Charisma modifier (minimum 1). At 8th level, this penalty increases to -3. At 14th level, this 
penalty increases to -4. This penalty does not stack with itself or other uses of this talent. 
 
This ability alters vigilante talents. 
 
Way of the Blade (Ex) At 3rd level, a mercurial duelist gains either the finesse duelist or spiritual duelist 
ability: 
 
Finesse Duelist : When making an attack with a one-handed slashing weapon, estocMTT, rapier, or swordcane 
properly sized for the mercurial duelist, they can use their Dexterity modifier in place of their Strength modifier 
on attack and damage rolls. The mercurial duelist can also ignore the Strength prerequisite of the Power Attack 
feat, and is treated as using their Strength modifier for damage for the purpose of the shield of bladesUI talent. 
If the mercurial duelist possess the Weapon Finesse feat, they can exchange it for another feat for which they 
qualify. 
 
Spiritual Duelist : The mercurial duelist can add their Charisma modifier (instead of their Dexterity) to their 
armor class, initiative checks, and reflex saving throws. The maximum Dexterity bonus of any armor the 
mercurial duelist wears applies to their Charisma instead of their Dexterity. If the mercurial duelist has the 
Combat Reflexes feat, they can use their Charisma modifier to determine how many attacks of opportunity they 
can make.  
 
This ability replaces unshakable. 
 
Educated Blade (Ex) At 5th level, whenever a mercurial duelist hits with their ancestral weapon, they can 
choose to have it deal damage as thought it was a warpriestACG’s sacred weapon, treating their mercurial duelist 
level as their effective warpriestACG level. 
 
This ability replaces startling appearance. 
 
Master Slash (Ex) At 11th level, a mercurial duelist can apply two iaijutsu talents to a single iaijutsu slash, but 
they can only apply one iaijutsu talent that would force a saving throw. 
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This ability replaces frightening appearance. 
 
Divine Slash (Ex) At 17th level, a mercurial duelist can apply three iaijutsu talents to a single iaijutsu slash, 
but they can only apply one iaijutsu talent that would force a saving throw. 
 
This ability replaces stunning appearance. 
 
Final Slash (Ex) At 20th level, whenever the mercurial duelist uses their iaijutsu slash, its damage is 
maximized. 
 
This ability replaces vengeance strike. 
 
Plague Scion 
Illness can strike down the mightiest warrior, leaving them as weak and helpless as a newborn. plague scions 
are those who have seen fit to bestow their ‘gifts’ upon others, crippling them in ways in which they can’t 
defend. Only death is left in the wake of a plague scion, the sound of suffering following them at all times. 
 
Plague Bringer (Ex) At 1st level, a plague scion gains the plague bringerAPG class feature of the antipaladinAPG. 
 
This ability replaces the 1st level social talent. 
 
Vigilante Specialization A plague scion must choose the stalker specialization. 
 
This ability alters vigilante specialization. 
 
Signature Disease (Ex) At 3rd level, a plague scion must select 1 of the following diseases: blinding sickness, 
bubonic plague, cackle fever, filth fever, leprosy, mindfire, red ache, shakes, or slimy doom. The plague scion is 
always infected with their signature disease, although a remove disease  spell cures this disease for 24 hours 
before it spontaneously manifest again. The Fortitude saving throw for a plague scion’s signature disease is 10 
+ ½ their plague scion level + their Charisma modifier (minimum 1) for all saving throws made against it. 
 
At 6th level and every 3 levels thereafter, the plague scion gains an additional signature disease, being infected 
with it as well as any previous diseases. Once a plague scion has more than 1 signature disease, they must 
choose which one is dominant; only their dominant disease is contagious. A plague scion’s dominant disease can 
be changed as a full round action. 
 
This ability replaces unshakable. 
 
Plague Strike (Ex) At 4th level, whenever a plague scion deals damage with their hidden strike against a foe 
who is unaware of their presence or who considers them an ally, they can force the foe to make a Fortitude 
saving throw or become infected with their signature disease (if they possess more than 1 signature disease, 
they can select which one they infect their foe with as a free action, defaulting to their dominant if no choice is 
made).  
 
A plague scion can also make a Sleight of Hand check opposed by an adjacent creature’s Perception check as 
long as they have a concealed light weapon that can deal piercing or slashing damage.  If the plague scion wins 
this opposed check, they can deal 1 damage to a creature with the concealed weapon and force that creature to 
make a Fortitude saving throw or become infected with their signature disease without them noticing, being 
able to conceal their weapon again as a free action. This ability can be used against object a number of objects 
equal to the plague scion’s Constitution modifier, causing them to transmit the disease to anyone who touches it 
for a number of days equal to ½ the plague scion’s level. 
 
This ability replaces the 4th level vigilante talent. 
 
Mystifying Plague (Ex) At 5th level, a plague scion can change the frequency of their signature diseases to 
1/hour, and the plague scion can decide to treat their signature diseases as either a poison or a disease for the 
purposes of which effects can cure it or provide benefits on saving throws. 
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This ability replaces startling appearance. 
 
Plague Sight (Ex) At 5th level, a plague scion can detect all creatures within 50 ft. of themselves who are 
currently infected with a disease as though the plague scion had blindsight. 
 
This ability replaces the 5th level social talent. 
 
Infectious Plague (Ex) At 9th level, all of a plague bringer’s signature disease can be transmitted through 
contact, ingestion, inhalation, or injury. All creatures within 30 ft. of the plague scion must make a Fortitude 
saving throw against the plague scion’s dominant disease or become infected. Once a creature has made a 
successful save against this effect, they are immune to that disease for 24 hours. A plague bringer can select a 
number of creatures equal to their Charisma modifier; these creatures are immune to this effect. 
 
This ability replaces the 9th level social talent. 
 
Ravaging Plague (Ex) At 10th level, whenever a plague scion infects a creature with a disease using their 
plague strike, they can choose to apply the ravaging templateHA to it a number of times per day equal to their 
Charisma modifier. 
 
This ability replaces the 10th level vigilante talent. 
 
Tenacious Plague (Ex) At 11th level, a plague scion can change the frequency of their signature diseases to 
1/minute, requiring an additional saving throw to overcome it. 
 
This ability replaces frightening appearance. 
 
Pandemic Plague (Ex) At 15th level, all creatures infected with one of the plague scion’s signature diseases 
are contagious to all creatures within 30 ft. of them as per the infectious plague ability. 
 
This ability replaces the 15th level social talent. 
 
Virulent Plague (Ex) At 17th level, a plague scion can change the frequency of their signature diseases to 
1/round and their signature disease is unable to be cured by magic. 
 
This ability replaces stunning appearance. 
 
Protean Prowler 
Not everything in the world is perfect, and some are born...different. There are vigilantes who possess a far 
more mutable physiology than others, able to mold and shape their form to their will. Protean prowlers manage 
to alter their bodies to meet whatever challenges they need to face, always having the perfect tool for the job. 
 
Chaotic Vigilante (Ex) A protean prowler’s vigilante alignment must be chaotic, and their vigilante identity 
and their social identity must be within one step of each other on each alignment axis. 
 
This ability alters dual identity. 
 
Mutation (Su) At 1st level, the protean prowler learns how to alter themselves, gaining 1 evolution pointPU as 
though they were a bipedal unchained eidolonPU. A protean prowler does not need to meet subtypes 
requirements to select an evolution. As a full round action, a protean prowler can choose to manifest or hide 
this evolution, although if this mutation is manifested while the protean prowler is in their social identity, the 
protean prowler takes a -5 on Disguise checks for each mutation they are currently manifesting (at the GM’s 
discretion, certain mutations may incur larger or smaller penalties). Each time a protean prowler gains a level, 
they can reassign their evolution points. At 3rd level and every 2 levels thereafter, a protean prowler gains 
another evolution point, and can choose to manifest 1 or more mutations at a time. A protean prowler treats 
their vigilante level as their summoner level for the purposes of which evolutions they can select 
 
A protean prowler is treated as an unchained eidolon for how many natural attacks they can possess (natural 
attacks gained through feats, race, or the transmogrify class ability count against this limit). A protean prowler 
cannot select the limbs (arms) evolution more than once. 
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This ability replaces vigilante specialization 
 
Transmogrify (Su) At 1st level, a number of times per day equal to the protean prowler’s Constitution 
modifier, a protean prowler can spend 1 minute to reassign up to ½ of their evolution points at once (minimum 
1). 
 
At 4th level, a protean prowler can use one use of transmogrify to instead transform into a different creature as 
a standard action, each creature requiring a certain number of evolution points to achieve. A protean prowler 
must invest the listed number of evolution points to transform into their new form, although any evolution 
points they possess that weren’t invested into that form can be used to alter that form. This transformation last 
for a number of minutes equal to their Constitution modifier (minimum 1), after which the protean prowler 
reverts to their natural form. If the protean prowler kills a creature with one of their natural attacks, they can 
assume that creature’s form while transforming with this ability. 
 
At 4th level, a protean prowler can invest 1 evolution point to transform as per the alter self  spell.  
 
At 8th level, a protean prowler can invest 3 evolution points to transform as per the beast shape I , monstrous 
physique I , undead anatomy I , or vermin shape I  spells. 
 
At 12th level, a protean prowler can invest 5 evolution points to transform as per the beast shape II , monstrous 
physique II , undead anatomy II , or vermin shape II  spells. 
 
At 16th level, a protean prowler can invest 7 evolution points to transform as per the form of the dragon I  or 
giant form I  spells. 
 
At 20th level, a protean prowler can invest 10 evolution points to transform as per the shapechange  spell 
 
This ability replaces the 4th, 8th, 12th, and 16th level vigilante talents and vengeance strike. 
 
Shadow Savant 
Vigilantes can be a vain bunch, and who is a better ally than one’s self? A shadow savant is aware of this fact, 
conjuring a myriad of illusory associates to help with their schemes. Living in the shadows, one can never be 
sure when they are dealing with a shadow savant or their illusions. 
 
Shadow Clone (Su) At 1st level, the shadow savant can summon a shadow copy of themselves within 30 ft. of 
their space as a standard action a number of times per day equal to 3 + ½ the shadow savant’s class level. 
When they do so, they must make a Disguise check; the result of this Disguise check determines the DC of the 
Perception check needed to find out that the shadow copy is not real (the shadow savant can choose to make 
the shadow copy appear as any identity they possess). A shadow copy is an illusion [shadow] effect, and cannot 
physically interact with objects. A shadow copy last for a number of minutes equal to the shadow savant’s 
Charisma modifier (minimum 1), although it fades away instantly if successfully attacked, having an AC of 10 + 
the shadow savant's Dexterity modifier + the shadow savant’s Charisma modifier + ½ the shadow savant’s 
class level.  
 
A shadow copy can never travel further than 45 ft. +15 ft. per shadow savant level or else it fades away as 
though they were successfully attacked. A shadow savant can control all shadow copies as a swift action 
(including semi-real and real shadow copies), although they must have line of sight to a shadow copy to control 
it, and if a shadow copy is in the same square as the shadow savant, it is treated as an image as per the mirror 
image  spell. A shadow savant cannot have more than one use of this ability active at the same time; using this 
ability while a previous use of this ability is still in effect causes the previously summoned shadow copy(s) to 
instantly fade away. A shadow savant can dismiss all summoned shadow copies as a free action. 
 
At 4th level and every 4 levels thereafter, whenever a shadow savant summons a shadow copy, they can 
summon 1 additional shadow copy. 
 
This ability replaces vigilante specialization. 
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Shadow Tricks (Su) A shadow savant can select one of the following shadow tricks in addition to general 
social talents. 
 
Blind Control (Su)  The shadow savant can control their shadow copies without having line of effect to them. 
 
Dark Shadows (Su)  All squares adjacent to the shadow savant’s shadow copies are treated as dim light, being 
treated as a darkness spell of a level equal to ½ the shadow savant’s level for the purpose of how it interacts 
with light spells. If the shadow savant has both the shade hopper and shadow swap talent, they can use both of 
them with the same move action as long as they teleport to a square adjacent to a shadow copy. 
 
Enduring Shadows (Su)  The shadow savant’s shadow copies last for a number of hours equal to the shadow 
savant’s Charisma modifier (minimum 1). A shadow savant must be 11th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Shadow Mimicry (Su)  The shadow savant can make their shadow copies appear as any creature of their size, 
although semi-real and real shadow clones still possess the same statistics. A shadow savant must be 7th level 
or higher to select this talent. 
 
Shadow Spy (Su)  The shadow savant can also choose to see through the eyes of any semi-real or real shadow 
copy as a move action for as long as they wish, being able to end this effect as a free action. The shadow 
savant has access to all senses the shadow copy possesses. A shadow savant must be 5th level or higher to 
select this talent. 
 
Shadow Swap (Su)  The shadow savant can switch places with any of their shadow copies as a move action as a 
teleportation effect. While using this ability, the shadow savant can make a Stealth check opposed by a 
Perception check from everyone who can see both the shadow savant and the shadow copy. Any creature who 
fails this opposed check cannot tell that the shadow savant and their shadow copy have switched places. A 
shadow savant must be 9th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Swift Swap (Su)  The shadow savant can use their shadow swap talent as a swift action. A shadow savant must 
have the shadow swap talent and be 13th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Unfettered Shadow (Su)  The distance a shadow savant’s shadow copies can be from the shadow savant without 
fading away increases to 90 ft. +30 ft. per shadow savant level. A shadow savant must be 3rd level or higher to 
select this talent. 
 
Untethered Shadow (Su)  The shadow savant’s shadow copies can be at any distance from the shadow savant 
without fading away as long as it and the shadow savant are on the same plane. A shadow savant must have 
the unfettered shadow talent and be 9th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
This ability alters social talents. 
 
Shadow Talents (Sp or Su) A shadow savant can select any of the following vigilante talents in addition to 
general vigilante talents. 
 
Darkvision (Su)  The shadow savant gains the see in darkness ability. 
 
Draining Darkness (Su)  Whenever the shadow savant’s semi-real or real shadow clones deal damage to a 
creature, that creature must make a Fortitude saving throw or take 1d3 strength drain.  At 12th level and again 
at 18th level, the strength drain inflicted by this talent increases by one step (to 1d4 at 12th level and 1d6 at 
18th level). A shadow savant must be 8th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Powerful Shadows (Su)  Whenever the shadow savant uses an illusion spell-like ability with the (shadow) 
subschool, it is treated as 10% more real. At 10th level and every 4 levels thereafter, spell-like abilities with the 
(shadow) subschool add 10% to how real they are, up to 100% real.  A shadow savant must have the shadow 
adept talent and be 6th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Retributive Shadows (Su)  Whenever a creature attacks an adjacent shadow copy and causes it to fade away 
either by successfully hitting it or reducing its hit points to 0, that creature takes negative energy damage equal 
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to ½ the shadow savant’s class level + their Charisma modifier (Fortitude saving throw for half). At 8th level, if 
a creature fails this save, they are also staggered for 1 round. 
 
Shade Jumper (Su)  The shadow savant gains the ability to travel between shadows as a move action; this 
movement must begin and end in an area with at least some dim light. The shadow savant can teleport up to 30 
ft. at a time with this ability, and this movement is treated as the dimension door  spell for how it interacts with 
feats and other abilities.  At 8th level and every 4 levels thereafter, the distance the shadow savant can move is 
increased by 10 ft.  A shadow savant must be 4th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Shadow Adept (Sp)  The shadow savant can spend a use of their shadow clone ability to use the darkness , minor 
image , penumbral disguise BOS or shadow enchantment OR spell as a spell-like ability, using their Charisma 
modifier to determine the DC of the spell. A shadow savant must be 4th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Shadow Crafter (Sp)  The shadow savant adds persistent image , shadowform BOS, shadow barbs ISM, shadow 
conjuration , shadow projection UM, and shadow step UM to the list of spells they can use with the shadow adept 
talent. A shadow savant must have the shadow adept talent and be 8th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Shadow Magician (Sp)  The shadow savant adds greater shadow enchantment OR, programmed image , shadow 
evocation , shadow transmutation BOS, adds shadow walk  to the list of spells they can use with the shadow adept 
talent. A shadow savant must have the shadow adept talent and be 12th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Shadow Sage (Sp)  The shadow savant adds greater shadow conjuration , greater shadow evocation , and greater 
shadow transmutation BOS to the list of spells they can use with the shadow adept talent. A shadow savant must 
have the shadow adept talent and be 16th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Speedy Summons (Su)  The shadow savant can use their shadow clone ability as a move action.  At 10th level, 
they can instead use their shadow clone ability as a swift action. A shadow savant must be 6th level or higher to 
select this talent. 
 
This ability alters vigilante talents. 
 
Semi-Real Doppelganger (Su) At 5th level, whenever a shadow savant uses their shadow clone ability, they 
can reduce the amount of shadow copies they summon by 2 to instead summon one semi-real shadow copy. 
This semi-real shadow copy shares the ability scores, feats, skills, saving throws, hit dice, class abilities, and 
level of the shadow savant, although it cannot cast spells, use spell-like abilities (unless they are usable at will), 
or use the class features which have limited uses per day (such as shadow clone). A semi-real shadow copy is 
an illusion (shadow) [shadow] effect and can interact with objects, being treated as though it has a strength 
score of ⅕ the shadow savant’s for the purpose of how much weight it can manipulate, and possesses a sense of 
sight, touch, smell, feel, and taste. A semi-real shadow copy has a functioning copy of all non consumable 
magical items the shadow savant possessed when creating it (except for items with limited uses), although if 
any items leave the shadow copy’s possession, those items fade away after 1 round.  
 
A semi-real shadow copy has hit points equal to ⅕ of the shadow savant’s when they were created, and all 
damage the semi-real shadow copy deals is reduced by ½. If a semi-real shadow clone’s hit points are reduced 
to 0, it fades away and the shadow savant takes nonlethal damage equal to the semi-real shadow copy’s 
original hit points. Semi-real shadow clones are treated as undead for how negative and positive energy affect 
it, and cannot take full round actions. 
 
This ability replaces startling appearance. 
 
Real Doppelganger (Su) At 11th level, whenever a shadow savant uses their shadow clone ability, they can 
reduce the amount of shadow copies they summon by 3 to instead summon either two semi-real shadow copies 
or one real shadow copy. A real shadow copy is treated as a semi-real shadow copy except it uses its full 
strength to interact with objects, has hit points equal to ½ of the shadow savant’s when they were created, and 
can take full round actions. The damage a real shadow copy deal is not halved, and if its hit points are reduced 
to 0, it fades away and the shadow savant takes lethal damage equal to ½ the real shadow copy’s original hit 
points. 
 
This ability replaces frightening appearance. 
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Multi Doppelganger (Su) At 17th level, whenever a shadow savant uses their shadow clone ability, they can 
reduce the amount of shadow copies they summon by 4 to instead summon either three semi-real shadow 
copies or a semi-real and real shadow copy. 
 
This ability replaces stunning appearance. 
 
Shadow Army (Su) At 20th level, whenever a shadow savant uses their shadow clone ability, they can reduce 
the amount of shadow copies they summon by 6 to instead summon either four semi-real shadow copies, two 
semi-real and one real shadow copy, or two real shadow copies. 
 
This ability replaces vengeance strike. 
 
Symbiotic Slayer 
There is strength in numbers, at least that’s the opinion of a symbiotic slayer. Bonding with a creature beyond 
their understanding, a symbiotic slayer draws in the power of their symbiote, providing it with a host to ensure 
the survival of both of them. 
 
Symbiosis (Ex) At 1st level, a symbiotic slayer forms a union with a symbiote, the symbiotic slayer becoming 
its host. A symbiote is a tiny ooze-like familiar (use a rat’s statistics except it doesn’t gain a bite attack and all 
of its movement speeds are reduced to 0 ft.), and is an aberration. As a standard action, a symbiotic slayer can 
manifest their symbiote (a symbiotic slayer cannot gain the quick changeUI or instant changeUI social talents), 
causing their symbiote to cover their body (the amount that the symbiote covers is determined by the symbiotic 
slayer, but it always at least covers their face); this counts as the symbiotic slayer entering their vigilante 
identity. A symbiotic slayer can end their symbiote’s manifestation as a full round action, returning to their 
social identity. 
 
A symbiote has an alignment chosen by the symbiotic vigilante, and its alignment must be at least 1 step 
removed from the alignment of the symbiotic slayer’s social identity and cannot be good aligned. The symbiote’s 
alignment is treated as the alignment of the symbiotic slayer’s vigilante identity, and it cannot be dealt damage 
unless it is manifested. While the symbiote is manifested, all damage dealt to the symbiotic slayer is instead 
dealt to their symbiote, and if its hit points are reduced to 0 or lower, it becomes dormant and cannot be 
manifested until its hit points are raised above 0. If the symbiote would be killed or removed from the symbiotic 
slayer’s body, the symbiotic slayer can spend 8 hours to draw the remnants of the symbiote from their body 
and restore it to life. The symbiotic slayer and their symbiote are considered 1 creature for area of effect 
damage, and the symbiote cannot be targeted by effects as well as being immune to mind-affecting effects. 
 
A symbiote may choose to manifest itself against its host’s will during times of stress. Anytime the symbiotic 
slayer is in their social identity, they may be forced to switch after suffering a critical hit or failing a Fortitude 
save. In these situations the symbiotic slayer must make a DC 20 Will save; if they fail, on the symbiotic 
slayer’s next turn, the symbiote forces them to spend a standard action to manifest it (at 7th level, this changes 
to an immediate action). For each symbiote talent the symbiotic slayer possesses, the DC of this save increases 
by 1. A symbiote must be manifested for its host to use symbiote talents. 
 
This ability alters dual identity and replaces vigilante specialization. 
 
Symbiote Archetype (Ex) At 1st level, the symbiote gains the symbiote familiar archetypeFF listed below. 
Unlike a normal familiar, abilities from the symbiote archetype are tied to its host’s symbiotic slayer level; if 
their host gains a level in another class, the features from this familiar archetype do not advance. 
 
Dependency (Ex)  A symbiote requires a host to live and cannot leave its host’s body. A symbiote is unable to be 
targeted separately, and dies if its host dies. If its host is returned to life, the symbiote is returned to life as 
well. 
 
Draining Bond (Ex)  At 1st level, whenever the symbiote takes enough damage to make it go dormant, its host 
can sacrifice any number of hit points. Each hit point sacrificed in this way prevents 1 point of damage done to 
the symbiote. Also whenever its host recovers hit points from a spell, spell-like ability, or supernatural effect, 
the host can choose to instead recover its symbiote’s hit points as a free action. 
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This ability replaces improved evasion. 
 
Ego (Ex)  Unlike other familiars, a symbiote has an ego score equal to the symbiotic slayer’s level as though it 
was an intelligent item. In cases where a symbiote and its host come into conflict, a symbiote can attempt to 
exert its dominance (see Intelligent Items). In the case of a failed personality conflict, the symbiote only 
remains dominate for 1 hour instead of 1 day, taking complete control of its host’s body and mind. The host is 
unaware of anything that the symbiote does while it is dominate, allowing it full access to all abilities its host 
possesses. For every symbiote talent its host possesses, the symbiote’s ego score increases by 1. While the 
symbiote is dominant, it loses its immunity to mind-affecting effects and all mind-affecting effects their host 
possess are suppressed. 
 
For each hour the symbiote is continually manifested, its ego increases by 1. If the symbiote gains an amount of 
ego equal to ½ its host’s symbiotic slayer level + their Charisma modifier in this fashion (minimum 1), it 
becomes dominate as though its host failed a personality conflict until all ego gained from manifesting is lost. 
Ego gained in this fashion is lost at the rate of 1 per hour as long as the symbiote is not manifested or it is 
dominant. While dominated, a symbiote must be manifested, and it can choose to end its manifestation and 
dominance as a full round action. If a symbiote is made dormant while it is dominant, it loses all ego gained in 
this fashion. 
 
This ability replaces share spells. 
 
Telepathic Bond (Ex)  At 1st level, a symbiote can telepathically communicate with its host and has access to all 
of its host’s memories. 
 
This ability replaces empathetic bond. 
 
Tough Manifestation (Ex)  At 1st level, whenever the symbiote is manifested, its host gains a +1 natural armor 
bonus. At 5th level and every 4 levels thereafter, this natural armor bonus increases by +1 (up to a maximum 
of +5 at 17th level). 
 
This ability replaces natural armor adjustment. 
 
Weakness (Ex)  The symbiote possesses a vulnerability to a single energy type (acid, cold, electric, or fire). This 
energy type is chosen at 1st level and cannot be changed. While manifested, its host also gains this 
vulnerability. 
 
Genius Symbiote (Ex)  At 3rd level and every 3 levels thereafter, the symbiote’s Intelligence increases by 1. 
 
This ability replaces deliver touch spells. 
 
Empowering Manifestation (Ex)  At 5th level, whenever the symbiote is manifested, it and its host gains a +1 
morale bonus to attack rolls. At 10th level and every 5 levels thereafter, this morale bonus increases by +1. 
 
This ability replaces speak with master. 
 
Instant Manifestation (Ex)  At 7th level, a symbiote can be manifested as an immediate action. 
 
This ability replaces speak with animals of its kind. 
 
Stalwart Manifestation (Ex)  At 11th level, whenever the symbiote is manifested, if it or its host successfully 
makes a Fortitude or Will saving throw against an effect that has a reduced or partial effect on a successful 
saving throw (such as the shout  spell), the host instead is unaffected by the effect. 
 
This ability replaces spell resistance. 
 
Fearful Manifestation (Ex)  At 13th level, whenever a foe within 30 ft. of its host sees a symbiote manifest, they 
must make a Will saving throw (10 + ½ the host’s character level + the symbiote’s intelligence modifier) or be 
frightened for 1 round. On a successful save, the foe is instead shaken for 1 round. 
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This ability replaces scry on familiar. 
 
Symbiote Talents (Ex) A symbiotic slayer can select any of the following vigilante talents in addition to 
general vigilante talents; symbiote talents are marked with the [symbiote] tag. 
 
Aquatic Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  The symbiotic slayer gains a swim speed of 30 ft. At 6th level, the symbiotic 
slayer can breathe while in water. At 10th level, the symbiotic slayer ignores pressure underwater. 
 
Armored Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  Whenever the symbiotic slayer manifests their symbiote, they can decide to 
treat it as a set of light armor with an armor bonus of +4 and no max dex bonus, armor check penalty, or 
arcane spell failure chance. At 6th level and every 4 levels afterwards, this armor bonus increases by +1. 
 
Bestial Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  The symbiotic slayer gains a bite attack and two claw attacks that deal 1d6 
and 1d4 damage respectively; these natural attacks are treated as primary natural attacks. At 6th level and 
every 4 levels thereafter, these natural attack deal an additional +1 damage. 
 
Buffering Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  Whenever the symbiotic slayer manifests their symbiote, it gains a number 
of temporary hit points equal to their level + their Constitution modifier (minimum 1). These temporary hit 
points last until their symbiote is no longer manifested or they are lost, and recover at a rate of 1 per minute as 
long as their symbiote is not manifested. For every 2 symbiote talents the symbiotic slayer possesses (including 
this one), they recover an additional temporary hit point per minute. At 10th level, they instead gain a number 
of temporary hit points equal to their level + two times their Constitution modifier (minimum 1). 
 
Cloaking Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  The symbiote slayer can alter the way light reflects against their symbiote 
and dampens the sound of their movements as a move action. This works as invisibility , except that the 
cloaking is easier to notice, halving the bonus on Stealth checks (+10 while moving and +20 while perfectly 
still). 
 
However, the dampened sound allows the symbiotic to avoid automatic detection via sound-based blindsense 
and blindsight. At 6th level and every 4 levels thereafter, this stealth bonus increases by +1. A symbiotic slayer 
must be 4th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Corrosive Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  The symbiotic slayer coats themselves and all weapons created by 
symbiote talents in a thin layer of acid. All creatures that come into contact with the symbiotic slayer take 1d6 
acid damage, and all weapons created by symbiote talents deal an additional +1d6 acid damage. At 8th level 
and every 8 levels therafter, this acid damage increases by +1d6. 
 
Constricting Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  The symbiotic slayer gains Improved Grapple as a bonus feat even if 
they do not meet the prerequisites for it. At 6th level, the symbiotic slayer gains the strangle ability and forces 
any creature they have grappled to hold their breath or begin to suffocate. At 10th level, they gain the smother 
ability. 
 
Dual Minded (Ex)  Whenever the symbiotic slayer makes a Will saving throw, they can roll twice, taking the 
better result. The symbiotic slayer cannot use this talent when engaged in a personality clash with their 
symbiote or when a critical hit or failed Fortitude saving throw would force them to manifest their symbiote. A 
symbiotic slayer must be 10th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Elongated Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  The symbiotic slayer’s natural reach increases by 5 ft. A symbiotic slayer 
must be 10th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Entangling Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  A number of times per day equal to the symbiotic slayer’s Constitution 
modifier (minimum 1), they can tear off a piece of their symbiote and throw it at a foe, treating it as a thrown 
weapon with a range increment of 20 ft. and targets a creature’s touch AC. If this piece of the symbiote hits, it 
deals 1d6 + the symbiotic slayer’s Charisma modifier bludgeoning damage and entangles the target as though it 
was a tanglefoot bag (although it entangles a creature regardless of size). At 4th level and every 2 levels 
thereafter, increase the damage this talent deals by +1d6. If the symbiotic slayer has the buffering symbiote 
talent, they can sacrifice 5 temporary hit points to use this talent an additional time per day. 
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Healing Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  A number of times per day equal to the symbiotic slayer’s Constitution 
modifier (minimum 1), they can spend a swift action to grant their symbiote fast healing 1 for a number of 
rounds equal to their level + their Charisma modifier. At 10th level, this fast healing increases to 2. 
 
Living Disguise (Ex)  The symbiotic slayer can create any form of mundane outfit as a full-round action without 
manifesting it (although they can use this talent if their symbiote is manifested), treating the symbiote as 
though it was a set of living garments ARG. This does not grant any disguise bonus, only the vigilante’s style of 
outfit. At 6th level, this talent also functions as disguise self  as an extraordinary ability, physically changing the 
appearance of the symbiotic slayer. If the symbiotic slayer has killed a humanoid creature with a manufactured 
or natural weapon gained from a symbiote talent, they can take that creature’s form with this talent. 
 
Muted Weakness (Ex)  The symbiotic slayer reduces the additional damage done by their symbiote’s vulnerability 
by 10%.  At 6th level and every 4 levels afterwards, the additional damage done by the symbiote’s vulnerability 
is reduced by an addition 10%, losing it entirely at 18th level. 
 
Noxious Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  The symbiotic slayer can spend a swift action to make their symbiote reek, 
causing all creatures within 30 ft. of them to make a Fortitude saving throw or be sickened for a number of 
rounds equal to their Constitution modifier. Creatures that successfully save cannot be affected by this talent for 
24 hours. A delay poison  or neutralize poison  spell removes the effect from the sickened creature. Creatures 
with immunity to poison are unaffected, and creatures resistant to poison receive their normal bonus on their 
saving throws. The symbiote continues to reek until the symbiotic slayer spends a full round action to end this 
effect. 
 
At 12th level, a creature who fails a save against this talent is also nauseated for 1 round, and this talent affects 
creatures normally immune to poison, although they gain a +4 circumstance bonus on their saving throws. A 
symbiotic slayer must be 6th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Reactive Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  Whenever a foe enters a square adjacent to the symbiotic slayer, they must 
make a Reflex saving throw or taking piercing damage equal to ½ the symbiotic slayer’s level + their Charisma 
modifier, taking half damage on a successful save. At 10th level, all foes who enter a square within 10 ft. of the 
symbiotic slayer must make a Reflex saving throw or take damage. 
 
Rending Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  Whenever the symbiote hits with two claw attacks gained through symbiote 
talents, it deals 1d10 + 1 ½ their Strength modifier damage. At 12th level, the symbiotic slayer can rend if they 
hit with a claw attack and a bite attack gained through symbiote talents and increase the damage dealt to 1d12 
+ two times their strength modifier. A symbiotic slayer must have the bestial symbiote talent and be 8th level 
or higher to select this talent. 
 
Released Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  Whenever the symbiotic slayer manifests their symbiote, they can choose to 
let their symbiote become dominant as though they failed a personality clash. If they choose to do so, their 
symbiote is treated as 1 higher for the purpose of determining its symbiote familiar archetype abilities. In 
addition, the symbiote slayer treats themselves as 1 levels higher for the purpose of determining the effects of 
their symbiote talents.  
 
Using this talent increases the symbiote’s ego by 1 as though it had been manifested for an hour, and once per 
hour the symbiotic slayer can attempt a Will saving throw as though engaging in a personality clash to regain 
dominance, otherwise following the rules for regaining dominance from the symbiote’s ego class feature. At 6th 
level and every 4 levels thereafter, the symbiotic slayer and symbiote increase their effective level for their 
symbiote familiar archetype and symbiote talents while using this talent by 1. This talent can allow the 
symbiotic slayer and their symbiote to count as higher than 20th level for the purpose of their symbiote talents 
and symbiote archetype. 
 
Resistant Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  The symbiotic slayer selects 1 type of energy (acid, cold, electric, fire, or 
sonic), gaining resistance to that energy equal to ½ their level, although they cannot select a type of energy to 
which they are vulnerable. This vigilante talent can be selected multiple times, each time either granting a new 
resistance or improving an old one. If the symbiotic slayer select the same element two times, at 12th level, 
they are instead immune to that element. 
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Sensory Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  The symbiotic slayer gains blindsense out to 15 ft. At 10th level, this 
blindsense increases to 30 ft. and the symbiotic slayer gains blindsight 15 ft. At 16th level, the symbiotic 
slayer’s blindsense increases to 60 ft. and their blindsight increases to 30 ft. A symbiotic slayer must be 4th 
level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Subterranean Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  The symbiotic slayer gains a burrow speed of 30 ft. At 6th level and 
every 4 levels thereafter, this burrow speed increases by 10 ft. At 12th level, the symbiotic slayer gains the 
earth glide ability. 
 
Surging Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  The symbiotic slayer can spend a swift action to gain a +2 alchemical bonus 
to either their Strength or Dexterity score for 1 minute. Once this effect ends, the symbiotic slayer is fatigued 
for 10 minutes. If the symbiotic slayer uses this talent while they are fatigued, they are instead exhausted for 1 
hour. The symbiotic slayer cannot use this talent while they are exhausted. At 8th level and every 8 levels 
thereafter, this alchemical bonus increases by +2. 
 
Sustaining Union (Ex)  The symbiotic slayer no longer needs to eat to survive. At 6th level, the symbiotic slayer 
no longer needs to drink to survive. At 10th level, the symbiotic slayer no longer needs to breathe to survive. 
 
Symbiotic Empowerment (Ex)  The symbiotic slayer gains a +2 alchemical bonus on Strength and Dexterity 
checks (except initiative checks) and treats their strength score as though it was 2 higher for the purpose how 
much they can lift and carry. At 6th level and every 4 levels thereafter, this alchemical bonus and the symbiotic 
slayer’s effective strength for lifting and carrying increases by +2. Also if the symbiotic slayer is missing any 
limbs, while their symbiote is manifested, they can choose to replace those limbs with their symbiote. 
 
Unconscious Awakening (Ex)  Whenever the symbiotic slayer is put to sleep or knocked unconscious, their 
symbiote manifests as an immediate action if it wasn’t previously manifested, taking control of them as though 
it was dominate. If the symbiotic slayer was knocked unconscious by being reduced to –1 or fewer hit points, 
they are treated as though they possessed the Diehard and Deathless InitiateAPG feats. 
 
Using this talent increase the symbiote’s ego by 1 as though it had been manifested for an hour, and once per 
hour the symbiotic slayer can attempt a Will saving throw as though engaging in a personality clash to regain 
dominance, otherwise following the rules for regaining dominance from the symbiote’s ego class feature. 
 
Weaponized Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  The symbiotic slayer can force a section of it to harden as a swift action, 
forming up to two appropriately sized manufactured melee or ranged weapons with which they are proficient. 
Weapons formed with this talent have a hardness equal to ½ the symbiotic slayer’s level and hit points equal to 
two times their symbiotic slayer level, and the symbiotic slayer can create an amount of ammunition from their 
body equal to ½ their symbiotic slayer level + their Constitution modifier per round. Also weapons formed with 
this talent gain a +1 enhancement bonus to attack and damage rolls. At 5th level and every 4 levels thereafter, 
this enhancement bonus increases by +1 (to a maximum of +5 at 17th level). At 10th level, the damage die of 
weapons formed with this talent increases by 1 step. A symbiote slayer can only maintain up to two weapons at 
a time, and a weapon that leaves their possession instantly melts into nothingness after 1 round. 
 
Whip Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  The symbiotic slayer gains Improved Whip MasteryUC as a bonus feat. At 8th 
level, he symbiotic slayer gains Greater Whip MasteryUC as a bonus feat. The symbiotic slayer does not need to 
meet the prerequisite for these bonus feats. While using the Greater Whip MasteryUC feat, the symbiotic slayer 
does not need to be adjacent to their foe to tie them up, and is always treated as pinning them for the purposes 
of this combat maneuver check. The symbiotic slayer can maintain a number of whips equal to their 
Constitution modifier (minimum 1) at a time, and all whips that leave their possession instead last for a number 
of minutes equal to their Constitution modifier (minimum 1) before melting into nothingness, although creatures 
other than the symbiotic slayer cannot use them as weapons. The symbiote slayer also treats these whips as 
light weapons for the purpose of two-weapon fighting. A symbiotic slayer must have the weaponized symbiote 
talent to select this talent. 
 
Winged Symbiote (Ex) [symbiote]  The symbiotic slayer can grow a set of wings as a swift action, gaining a fly 
speed of 30 ft. with average maneuverability. At 10th level, this increases to 60 ft. and good maneuverability. A 
symbiotic slayer must be 6th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
This ability alters vigilante talents. 
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Perfect Symbiosis (Ex) At 20th level, a symbiotic slayer and their symbiote are in perfect harmony, allowing 
the symbiotic slayer to regain dominance as a free action. While their symbiote is manifested, the symbiote and 
symbiotic slayer gain DR/— equal to two times the amount of symbiote talents they possess. They also gain a 
bonus to weapon damage rolls equal to the amount of symbiote talents they possess. 
 
This ability replaces vengeance strike. 
 
Talented Tactician 
In the world of a vigilante, knowledge can be the one thing that helps tip things in their favor. One can never be 
over prepared, and can never know too much about their foes. talented tacticians exemplify that belief, their 
entire careers based around the acquisition of knowledge. Nothing is too minute for their exacting gaze, focused 
on mastering combat through knowledge. 
 
Class Skills The talented tactician adds Knowledge (all) and Spellcraft to their list of class skills, instead of 
Acrobatics, Disable Device, Escape Artist, and Survival. 
 
This alters the vigilante's class skills. 
 
Skill Ranks per Level: The talented tactician gains a number of skill ranks equal to 4 + their Intelligence 
modifier at each level, instead of 6 + their Intelligence modifier skill ranks. 
 
This alters the vigilante's skill ranks per level. 
 
Weapon and Armor Proficiencies A talented tactician is not proficient with two handed martial weapons or 
medium armor. Like a magus, they can cast their spells while wearing light armor without incurring the normal 
arcane spell failure chance. 
 
This alters the vigilante's weapon and armor proficiencies. 
 
Spellcasting: A talented tactician casts arcane spells and cantrips as a bard. Unlike a bard, a talented tactician 
prepares spells using a spellbook, being able to prepare a number of spells per day equal to their spells known. 
A talented tactician can prepare any spell in their spellbook which is also on their spell list and uses the magus’s 
spell list to determine which spells are on their spell list. They can cast any spell they have prepared without 
expending it, instead consuming a spell slot of the appropriate level. Unlike the number of spells they can cast 
per day, the number of spells a talented tactician can prepare each day is not affected by their Intelligence 
score. 
 
This replaces the 4th, 8th, 10th, 14th, and 16th level vigilante talents. 
 
Spellbook: A talented tactician has a spellbook that functions in the same way as a magus's spellbook. This 
spellbook also functions as a bonded object, meaning they must have it in hand to use their spells or be forced 
to make a Concentration check. If the talented tactician gains a new bonded object, it must also be a spellbook. 
 
Genius Caster: At 1st level, a talented tactician gains Genius Vigilante as a bonus feat. 
 
This ability replaces the 1st level social talent. 
 
Tactical Analysis (Ex) As a move action, a talented tactician can target one foe within 60 ft., making a 
Knowledge check as though they were attempting to identify them. If this check is successful, the talented 
tactician analyzes the foe and grants all allies a +1 circumstance bonus to attack and damage rolls against the 
analyzed foe for a number of rounds equal to the talented tactician’s Intelligence modifier + ½ their level 
(minimum 1). At 5th level and every 4 levels thereafter, this bonus increases by +1 (to a maximum of +5 at 
17th level). An ally must be able to either see or hear the talented tactician when they analyze a foe to gain this 
bonus. 
 
The type of knowledge check is dependant on the type of creature being analyzed: 
 
Arcana : constructs, dragons, magical beast 
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Dungeoneering : aberrations, oozes 
Local : humanoids 
Nature : animal, fey, monstrous humanoids, plants, vermin 
Planes : outsiders 
Religion : undead 
 
This ability replaces vigilante specialisation. 
 
Tactician Talents (Ex or Su) A talented tactician can select an arcanist exploitACG instead of a vigilante talent, 
and is treated as though they possessed the arcanist exploit class feature for the purposes of selecting the Extra 
Arcanist ExploitACG feat. A talented tactician treats their talented tactician level as their arcanistACG level for the 
purposes of which arcanist exploits they can select and their effects. A talented tactician can also select any of 
the following vigilante talents in addition to general vigilante talents. 
 
Arcane Reservoir (Su)  The talented tactician gains the arcane reservoir and consume spells class features of the 
arcanistACG.  
 
Battle Caster (Su)  Whenever the talented tactician casts a spell from this class that deals damage, that spell 
deals +1 point of damage per die rolled. 
 
Bonded Spell Combat (Ex)  The talented tactician gains the spell combat class feature of the magusUM, although 
they must have their spellbook in hand to use this class feature, treating that hand as free for the purpose of 
casting spells. 
 
Bonded Spellstrike (Su)  The talented tactician gains the spellstrike class feature of the magusUM, although they 
must have their spellbook in hand to use this class feature, treating that hand as free for the purpose of casting 
spells. A talented tactician must have the bonded spell combat talent to select this talent. 
 
Canny Defense (Ex)  The talented tactician gains the canny defense class feature of the duelist prestige class, 
treating their talented tactician level as their effective duelist level. 
 
Eternal Spellbook (Su)  The talented tactician’s bonded object spellbook possesses an infinite number of pages, 
and the cost of scribing spells into it is halved. The talented tactician can find any spell inside of the spellbook as 
a standard action, but other creatures looking for a specific spell must spend a number of minutes equal to the 
talented tactician’s level to locate it. A talented tactician must be 6th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Familiar (Ex)  The talented tactician gains a familiar, treating their talented tactician level as their effective 
wizard level. The familiar also has a social identity as a seemingly normal animal, though talented tactician with 
outlandish familiars might still need to hide them. 
 
Greater Exploit (Su)  The talented tactician gains a greater exploit for which they qualify as per the arcanistACG 
class feature. A talented tactician must be 12 level or higher and to select this talent, and talented tacticians 
who possess this talent can select greater exploits with the Extra Arcanist ExploitACG feat. 
 
Intelligent Strike (Ex)  The talented tactician deals additional damage equal to their Intelligence modifier on 
attacks with light or one-handed weapons while holding their spellbook. 
 
Improved Scroll Casting (Su)  The talented tactician gains the improved scroll casting class feature of the 
scrollmasterUM archetype. A talented tactician must be 12th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Multi Analysis (Ex)  Whenever the talented tactician uses their tactical analysis class feature, they can select two 
foes to analyze as a full-round action. At 8th level, they can analyze two foes as a standard action or three foes 
as a full-round action. At 14th level, they can analyze two foes as a move action, three foes as a standard 
action, or four foes as a full-round action. If the talented tactician has the Swift Analyst feat, they reduce the 
action needed to analyze multiple foes by 1 step (full-round action to standard action, standard action to move 
action, move action to swift action). 
 
Scroll Duelist (Su)  The talented tactician gains the scroll blade class feature from the scrollmasterUM archetype, 
although a successful hit does not reduce a scroll’s hit points. 
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Spellbook Duelist (Su)  The talented tactician can treat their spellbook as a scroll for the purpose of their scroll 
duelist talent, although a successful hit does not reduce the spellbook’s hit points. The talented tactician’s 
spellbook is treated it as though the highest level spell contained within it was 1 spell level higher for the 
purpose of their scroll duelist talent. At 10th level, and every 4 levels thereafter, the highest level spell 
contained in their spellbook is treated as though it was 1 spell level higher. The spellbook can function as any 
one-handed weapon type with which the talented tactician is proficient, and they can change its weapon type as 
a full round action. A talented tactician must have the scroll duelist to select this talent. 
 
Spell Combat Specialist (Ex)  Whenever the talented tactician uses the bonded spell combat talent, they increase 
the DC of the spell by 1. At 18th level, this DC is increased by an additional 1. A talented tactician must have 
the bonded spell combat talent and be 12th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Tactical Research (Ex)  The talented tactician selects either the bard, inquisitorAPG, mediumOA, or unchained 
summonerPU spell list; adding 1 spell per spell level from that spell list to their spellbook and spell list. At 12th 
level, they add the cleric/oracleAPG, psychicOA, sorcerer/wizard, or witchAPG spell lists to the spell list from which 
they can choose with this talent. All spells gained in this fashion are treated as arcane spells. A talented 
tactician can select this talent multiple times, each time selecting a different spell list, and must be 6th level or 
higher to select this talent. 
 
Tattoo Chamber (Su) : This talent functions as the cabalistUI ability of the same name. 
 
Wand Mastery (Su)  The talented tactician gains the wand master class feature from the magicianAPG archetype, 
using their Intelligence modifier in place of their Charisma. 
 
In-Depth Analysis (Ex) At 5th level, whenever the talented tactician successfully analyzes a foe with their 
tactical analysis class feature, they can select one of the following benefits, each effect lasting for as long as the 
foe is analyzed: 
 

● The analyzed foe cannot make a 5 ft. step or use the withdraw action while threatened by the talented 
tactician or their allies 

● The circumstance bonus to attack and damage rolls provided by their tactical analysis increases by +1 
against the analyzed foe 

● The talented tactician and their allies know the analyzed foe’s exact hit points 
● The analyzed foe cannot make attacks of opportunity against the talented tactician or their allies 
● The talented tactician and their allies can ignore an amount of damage reduction the foe possess equal 

to the talented tactician’s Intelligence modifier (minimum 1) 
● The talented tactician and their allies gain a +2 circumstance bonus to saving throws against spells, 

spell-like abilities, supernatural abilities, and extraordinary abilities possessed by the analyzed foe 
● The talented tactician and their allies gain a +2 circumstance bonus to armor class against attacks made 

by the analyzed foe 
● The analyzed foe suffers a -1 penalty on all saving throws against spells, spell-like abilities, supernatural 

abilities, and extraordinary abilities possessed by the talented tactician and their allies 
 
At 11th level and again at 17th, they can select an additional benefit upon successfully analyzing a foe. 
 
This ability replaces startling appearance, frightening appearance, and stunning appearance . 
 
Grandmaster (Ex) At 20th level, whenever a talented tactician or their allies targets a foe who has been 
successfully analyzed with a spell, that foe must roll any saving throws against that spell twice, taking the worse 
of the two rolls. 
 
This ability replaces vengeance strike. 
 
New Social Talents 
Always Prepared (Ex)  Whenever the vigilante attempts a skill check that would normally take a penalty without 
the proper tools (but can still be attempted), they are treated as though they had those tools.  If the vigilante 
makes a skill check involving tools which they possess, they can treat those tools as though they were 
masterwork, increasing the circumstance bonus granted by tools of masterwork quality by +2. 
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Assumption (Ex)  The vigilante gains the assumption class feature of the master spy prestige class, although this 
ability only last for 1 week, the vigilante can only use it once per week, and treats it as an extraordinary ability. 
A vigilante must be 13th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Gauge Talent (Ex)  The vigilante can select either Bluff, Diplomacy, Perception, Profession (gambler), or Sense 
Motive. As a full round action, the vigilante can make their chosen skill check (the DC being 10 + the target’s hit 
dice + their ranks in the skill the vigilante is studying) to study a target, getting a general sense of how many 
ranks they have in that skill. At 6th level and every 6 levels afterwards, they can select an additional skill, 
although they must make a separate check for each skill. 
 
0-5 ranks : Easy mark 
6-10 ranks : Normal mark 
11-15 ranks : Hard mark 
16+ ranks : Not a mark 
 
Hidden Mind (Ex)  The vigilante gains the hidden mind class feature of the master spy prestige class, treating it 
as an extraordinary ability. A vigilante must be 15th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Identity Thief (Ex)  Whenever the vigilante kills a humanoid creature, they can make a DC 20 heal check to 
remove that creature’s face as long as that creature has not been dead for more than 24 hours. If they do so, 
they can spend 8 hours crafting a mask of that creature’s face (possibly preserving that creature’s face as a 
mask), granting them a +10 circumstance bonus to appear as that creature. This talent does not work if the 
vigilante is not a humanoid or monstrous humanoid unless they can alter their form into a humanoid shaped 
one, and the mask must be made within 1 day of removing the creature’s face (gentle repose  can extend this 
time). 
 
Show Off (Ex)  The vigilante gains the Performance Weapon MasteryUC and one performance feat of their choice. 
They must meet all prerequisites of the chosen performance feat except for Dazzling Display. A vigilante can 
select this talent multiple times, each time gaining a new performance feat. 
 
Social Assassination Talents (Ex)  The vigilante can select the following assassin talents from the Legendary 
Assassin prestige class: another face in the crowd, lost in the crowd, or quick comeback. A vigilante can gain 
this talent multiple times, each time gaining a different assassin talent, but must be 8th level or higher to select 
lost in the crowd. 
 
Stage Duelist (Ex)  The vigilante gains the Master Combat PerformanceUC feat. At 8th level they gain the 
Masterful DisplayUC feat. The vigilante must meet the prerequisites for these feats except for Dazzling Display. 
 
Unbound Ethics (Ex)  The vigilante’s social identity and vigilante identity are no longer required to be within 1 
step of each other. 
 
New Vigilante Talents 
Advanced Grip (Ex)  Whenever the vigilante wields a melee weapon in one hand, they deal additional damage 
equal to ½ of their Strength modifier, and offhand attacks are treated as though they weren’t offhand for the 
purpose of Power Attack. 
 
Beast Brethren (Ex)  The vigilante gains Natural SoulFP and Animal AllyFP as bonus feats. 
 
Beastmaster (Ex)  The vigilante gains Boon CompanionAAC as a bonus feat and can select an animal companion 
as though they were a druid instead of a ranger. A vigilante must have an animal companion and be 6th level or 
higher to select this talent. 
 
Bloody Wrath (Ex)  The vigilante gain a +2 to attack and damage rolls whenever suffering from a bleed effect, 
the rush of adrenaline empowering them. As a swift action, they can cut themselves as long as they have 
something sharp on hand, taking 1 bleed damage per round. At 8th level this bonus increases to +4 and 3 bleed 
damage, and at 16th increases to +6 and 5 bleed damage. 
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Brutal Bulwark (Ex)  Whenever the vigilante is wielding a weapon, they can designate all adjacent squares as 
difficult terrain for their foes. At 10th level, they can instead designate all squares within 10 ft. of themselves as 
difficult terrain. 
 
Chain Lasher (Ex)  The vigilante gains proficiency with spiked chains and can treat them as a reach weapon, 
requiring a swift action to switch between wielding it as a reach weapon or a non-reach weapon. At 6th level, 
the vigilante can make attacks with a spiked chain within their natural reach while treating it as a reach 
weapon. At 10th level, the vigilante gains a +2 on attack and damage rolls made with spiked chains. 
 
Critical Violence (Ex)  The vigilante can select 1 light weapon, increasing its critical range by 1 and changing its 
critical multiplier to 2x (if it wasn’t already). This increase stacks with Improved Critical and the Keen  weapon 
enhancement (but not the critical slash talent), although it is applied last. At 12th level, the weapon’s critical 
threat range is increased by an additional 1. A vigilante must be 6th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Critical Virtuoso (Ex)  The vigilante gains Critical Focus and Improved Critical as bonus feats, even if they do not 
meet the prerequisites for them, and they treat their vigilante level as their base attack bonus for the purpose 
of qualifying for feats which have Critical Focus as a prerequisite. They can also ignore the fighter level 
prerequisite for the Critical Mastery and Critical VersatilityAPG feats. A vigilante must be 8th level or higher to 
select this talent. 
 
Death Dealer (Ex)  The vigilante gains the death attack class feature of the assassin prestige class, except they 
can attempt a death attack with a ranged weapon as long as they are within 30 ft of a target. The DC of this 
death attack is equal to 10 + ½ the vigilante’s class level + their Charisma modifier. At 12th level, the vigilante 
only needs to study their target for 2 rounds. At 16th level, the vigilante only needs to study their target for 1 
round. If the vigilante has the sniperUI talent, they can attempt a death attack from any range. Only a stalker 
vigilante can select this talent and they must be 8th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Death Incarnate (Ex)  The vigilante gains the quiet death class feature of the assassin prestige class. At 14th 
level, they gain the swift death class feature, being able to use it an additional time per day at 18th level. Only 
a stalker vigilante can select this talent and they must have the death dealer talent and be 10th level or higher 
to select this talent. 
 
Dirty Fighter (Ex)  The vigilante gains Greater Dirty TrickAPG as a bonus feat, though they do not have to meet 
the prerequisites for this feat. At 8th level, the vigilante gains the Quick Dirty TrickUC feat. A vigilante must have 
the favored maneuver (dirty trick)UI and be 4th level or higher to select this talent 
 
Dirty Genius (Ex)  The vigilante gains Dirty Trick MasterBOG as a bonus feat, though they do not have to meet the 
prerequisites for this feat. At 12th level, whenever the vigilante uses their Quick Dirty TrickUC feat, their foe 
must also make a Fortitude saving throw or suffer an additional penalty as though they had failed their save 
against the savage dirty trickCOB rage power. A vigilante must have the dirty fighter talent and be 8th level or 
higher to select this talent. 
 
Ground and Pound (Ex)  The vigilante gain a +2 bonus to damage rolls when attacking a prone foe. This bonus 
increases to +4 at 8th level and +6 at 16th level. 
 
Iaijutsu Student (Ex)  The vigilante gains the ability to make an iaijutsu slash as though they possessed the 
iaijutsu slash class feature, although the damage does not increase at 11th or 16th level unless they have the 
vital training vigilante talent. After doing so, they must wait 5 minutes to use this talent again. They can also 
select vigilante talents with the [iaijutsu] tag from the mercurial duelist archetype, and they can apply their vital 
punishmentUI to their iaijutsu slash, and if they have the panache pool talent, they can spend 1 panache to 
make an iaijutsu slash.  
 
The vigilante is treated as a mercurial duelist of their level, but are unable to gain any effects of an iaijutsu 
talent which require them to be 14th level or higher. A vigilante must have the vital punishmentUI talent to 
select this talent, and if the vigilante gains the mercurial duelist archetype, they must immediately trade this 
talent for an iaijutsu talent for which they could have qualified when they selected this talent. 
 
Improved Familiar (Ex)  The vigilante gains Improved Familiar as a bonus feat treating their vigilante level as 
their arcane caster level, and their improved familiar retains the speak with animals of its own kind ability, 
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allowing it to take familiar archetypes which would exchange this. A vigilante must have a familiar and be 6th 
level or higher to select this vigilante talent. 
 
Intimidating Taunt (Ex)   The vigilante can make an Intimidate check as a swift action against a foe to demoralize 
them. Whenever the Vigilante successfully demoralizes a foe, that foe takes take a penalty on attack rolls equal 
to the vigilante’s Charisma modifier (minimum 1) on attack rolls which don’t include the vigilante as a target for 
the duration of the demoralization. If the vigilante possesses the Dazzling Display feat, they can use this talent 
with that feat. 
 
Lethal Locks (Su)  The vigilante gains the prehensile hairUM hex (using their Charisma modifier in place of their 
Strength for attack and damage rolls and in place of their Intelligence for how much weight it can manipulate), 
although they can treat the attack granted from this talent as a manufactured weapon for the purposes of how 
often they can attack with it. This talent can be used indefinitely, ignoring the normal restriction on how often it 
can be used, and it is treated as a primary natural attack (although it doesn’t deal 1 ½ times the vigilante’s 
Strength modifier if it is their only natural attack). At 6th level and every 4 levels afterwards, the damage die of 
this talent increases by 1 step (to a maximum of 2d6 at 18th level). 
 
The vigilante can make an iaijutsu slash with their hair, treating a hat, hood, scarf, or other hair covering as a 
sheath (unless the hair covering is made of a sturdy material, it cannot used with the sheath block talent). 
 
Lone Survivor (Ex)  When the vigilante selects this talent, they must also select a number of allies up to their 
Charisma modifier. These allies must agree to be selected, and can revoke this permission at anytime as a free 
action, but can be magically coerced into agreeing. The vigilante can spend 1 day to change the allies selected 
for this talent. Whenever one of the selected allies is either reduced to 0 hit points or lower or killed within 60 ft. 
of the vigilante, the vigilante gain a +1 morale bonus to attack and damage rolls, saving throws, and 10 
temporary hit points. These bonuses and temporary hit points last until either the vigilante’s ally’s hit points are 
no longer below 0 or 1 minute has passed, whichever comes first.  
 
If another ally is reduced to 0 hit points or killed while the vigilante is benefiting from this talent, these 
temporary hit points and duration of this talent are refreshed, lasting until all allies selected with this talent are 
no longer below 0 hit points or 1 minute has passed since this talent was last activated, whichever comes first. 
At 8th level, this morale bonus increases to +2 and they gain 20 temporary hit points. At 14th level, the morale 
bonus increases to +3 and they gain 30 additional hit points. 
 
Magic Killer (Ex)  The vigilante disregards the miss chance granted by spells or spell-like abilities such as 
darkness , blur , invisibility , obscuring mist , and spells when used to create concealment effects (such as a wizard 
using permanent image  to fill a corridor with illusory fire and smoke). When facing a creature protected by 
mirror image or similar effects, the vigilante can immediately pick out the real creature from its figments. 
At 6th level, the vigilante can make a single attack as an attack action, at the end of a charge action, with the 
Vital Strike feat, or iaijutsu slash class feature [Imperial Archetypes], ignoring any bonuses to Armor Class 
granted by spells (including spell trigger or spell completion effects created by magic items such as wands or 
potions). If the vigilante deals damage to a creature with this attack, they also instantly and automatically 
dispel all that opponent's spells and spell effects that grant a bonus to Armor Class.  
 
Magical Limit Break (Ex)  The vigilante gains a 7th level spell slot. This spell slot can be used for any spell the 
vigilante can cast, as well as a metamagic version of a spell which they possess. If the vigilante has the Tactical 
Research talent [Intrigue Archetypes] for a spell list with 9th level spells, they instantly learn a spell of the level 
of the spell slot they gained with this talent. At 20th level, this talent can be selected a second time, granting 
them an additional 7th level slot as well as an 8th level spell slot. A vigilante must have the spell casting class 
feature and be able to cast 6th level spells from the vigilante class to select this talent. 
 
Martial Versatility (Ex)  The vigilante gains Barroom BrawlerACG as a bonus feat, though they do not have to meet 
the prerequisites for this feat. At 6th level and every 4 levels afterwards, the vigilante gains an additional use of 
this feat. The vigilante can choose to spend 2 uses of this feat to gain two feats instead of one at a time. 
 
One Punch Assault (Ex)  As a full round action, the vigilante can make a single unarmed strike with a -2 penalty, 
dealing two times as much damage. At 6th level, this penalty is reduced by 1 and the vigilante can use this 
talent as a standard action or at the end of a charge action. Only an avenger vigilante can select this talent. 
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One Punch Master (Ex)  Whenever the vigilante uses their one punch hero talent, the penalty is reduced by 1 
and they deal three times as much damage. At 14th level, the vigilante rolls their attack roll twice, taking the 
better result. Only an avenger vigilante can select this talent, and they must possess the one punch hero talent 
and be 10th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
Panache Pool (Ex)  The vigilante gains the panache class feature, treating their vigilante level as their effective 
swashbuckler level. 
 
Panache Talent (Ex)  The vigilante gains 1 deed as though they were a swashbucklerACG or Legendary 
Swashbuckler of their vigilante level. The vigilante’s level must be equal to or greater than the level at which a 
swashbuckler would receive the deed they select. A vigilante must have the panache pool talent to select this 
talent, and this talent can be selected multiple times. 
 
Ranged Adept (Ex)  The vigilante gains the Point-Blank Shot and Precise Shot feats. At 6th level, they gain the 
Point-Blank MasterAPG feat. The vigilante doesn’t need to meet the prerequisite for these feats. 
 
Rip and Tear (Ex)  The vigilante gains proficiency with the ripsaw glaiveGOG, being able to pull the cord on it as a 
swift action and re-wrap the cord as a move action. Whenever they wield a ripsaw glaive, the vigilante can treat 
it as though it had the trip ability, gaining a +2 on trip attempts with it while the blade is spinning. At 6th level 
and every 4 levels afterwards, the ripsaw glaive deals an additional +1 damage while the blade is spinning and 
an additional +1 on trip attempts, up to +6 damage and +6 to trip attempts at 18th level. 
 
Smoke Bomber (Ex)  The vigilante gains the smoke bombUC ninja trick. They do not need to spend ki  to use this 
talent, being able to use it a number of times per day equal to their Charisma modifier (minimum 1). At 12th 
level, the vigilante can spend an additional use of this talent to treat their smoke bomb as the poison bombAPG 
alchemist discovery. 
 
Superb Blade (Ex)  The vigilante gains Weapon of the ChosenACG as a bonus feat, treating any weapon with which 
they have the Weapon Focus feat as their deity’s favored weapon.  At 6th level, they gain Improved Weapon of 
the ChosenACG as a bonus feat, and at 10th level they gain Greater Weapon of the ChosenACG. The vigilante does 
not need to meet the prerequisites for these feats. A vigilante must have Weapon Focus to select this talent. 
 
Supernatural Shutdown (Ex)  Whenever the vigilante successfully attacks an unaware creature with their hidden 
strike, the vigilante can select 1 supernatural ability the foe possesses of which they are aware (if the vigilante 
does not know of a supernatural ability the foe possesses, one is selected randomly), suppressing that ability for 
1 round. At 6th level and every 4 levels thereafter, this ability is suppressed for an additional round. Only a 
stalker vigilante can select this talent. 
 
Stylish Combatant (Ex)  The vigilante gains Performing CombatantUC as a bonus feat, though they do not have to 
meet the prerequisites for this feat, and if they make a successful performance check in combat while being 
observed by others, they no longer need to make a disguise check to avoid their identity being revealed when 
using a vigilante talent. A vigilante must have the show off social talent to select this talent. 
 
Sweeping Shot (Ex)  The vigilante gains Ranged TripRTT as a bonus feat. At 6th level they gain the Ace TripWMH 
feat, and if they possess the Rapid Shot feat, they can use that feat with the Ace TripWMH feat. The vigilante does 
not need to meet the prerequisites for these feats. 
 
Unconventional Arsenal (Ex)  The vigilante gains the Catch Off-Guard feat and when they attack with an 
improvised weapon, the vigilante can choose to be treated as though they possessed the Vital Strike feat. If 
they do, objects with less than 10 hardness gain the broken conditions if they deal damage. A broken object 
with less than 10 hardness used with this talent is destroyed after dealing damage. At 8th level, the vigilante is 
treated as though they possessed the Improved Vital Strike feat, and at 16th level they are treated as though 
they possessed the Greater Vital Strike feat. A vigilante must have the environmental weaponUI talent to select 
this talent. 
 
Vigilante Assassin Talents (Ex)  The vigilante can select the following assassin talents from the Legendary 
Assassin prestige class: amazing kill, brutal assassin, close in killer, crippling spell, critical expertise, destructive 
spell, explosive action, necromantic adept, or stranglehold (this talent cannot be used with a [submission] or 
[technique] talent). A vigilante can select this talent more than once, each time selecting a different assassin 
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talent, and treats their hidden strike as sneak attack for the purpose of interacting with these abilities. A 
vigilante treats their assassin level as their vigilante level -5 for any assassin talent which has a level 
prerequisite, and the purposes of any level dependent effects. 
 
Wall Crasher (Ex)  Whenever the vigilante makes a single attack at the end of a charge action, they can attempt 
a bull rush as a free action; this does not provoke an attack of opportunity. If the vigilante forces their foe into 
a solid object or wall with this movement, the foe stops as normal. However, the momentum of the movement 
crushes the foe against it, dealing an amount of bludgeoning damage equal to 2d6 + the vigilante’s Strength 
modifier. The vigilante also gains a circumstance on Strength checks equal to ½ their level on attempts to break 
down a door, wall, or similar structure. At 10th level, this bludgeoning damage increases to 3d6+ 1 ½ their 
Strength modifier. A vigilante must be 6th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
War Sight (Ex)  The vigilante gains the war sight revelation from the battle mystery, treating it as an 
extraordinary ability. 
 
Wicked Locks (Su)  The vigilante gains the constrict ability of the white-haired witchDEP and deals 1 ½ times their 
Charisma modifier on attacks made with their prehensile hair. At 10th level, they gain the trip ability of the 
white-haired witchDEP archetype. At 14th level, they gain the strangle ability of the white-haired witchDEP. A 
vigilante must have the lethal locks talent and be 6th level or higher to select this talent. 
 
New Feats 
Additional Shadow 
Prerequisite: Shadow copy class feature. 
Benefit: Whenever you use your shadow copy class feature,you create an additional shadow copy. 
 
Ancestral Locks 
Prerequisites: Lethal locks vigilante talent and ancestral weapon class feature. 
Benefit: You treat your hair as your ancestral weapon, and can enhance it as though it was a melee weapon, 
although you must be present for the entire process of it being enhanced. You can also treat your hair as a 
manufactured melee weapon for the effects of spells and magic items, and your hair is treated as a masterwork 
weapon. 
Special: You can select this feat in place of a social talent. 
 
Additional Invincibility 
Prerequisite: Armored invincibility class feature. 
Benefit: You gain an additional use of your armored invincibility class feature. 
Special: You can select this feat multiple times, each time gaining an additional use of your armored 
invincibility class feature. 
 
Charismatic Caster 
Prerequisite: CabalistUI, warlockUI, or zealotUI 1st. 
Benefit: You now cast as a spontaneous caster (if you didn’t already), using the bard’s spells known to 
determine how many spells you know, as well as no longer needing a spellbook to prepare your spells. You also 
use your Charisma modifier instead of your Intelligence or Wisdom modifier to determine your ability to cast 
spells, bonus spells, spell DCS, and other related spell effects. 
Special: This feat must be selected at 1st level, or before your first level of cabalist, warlock, or zealot. A 
cabalist, warlock, or zealot can choose to gain this feat in place of their 1st level social talent. A zealot who 
takes this feat also uses their Charisma in place of their Wisdom for all abilities related to their inquisition. 
Special: You cannot select this feat if you possess the Genius Vigilante feat.  
 
Effortless Spell Combat 
Prerequisite: Spell combat class feature 
Benefit: You no longer need a free hand to use the spell combat class feature, allowing you to wield a 
two-handed weapon or a one-handed weapon with two hands. 
 
Ego Limiter 
Prerequisite: Symbiosis class feature 
Benefit: Reduce the ego of your symbiote by 1. At 5th level and every 4 levels thereafter, reduce your 
symbiote’s ego by an additional 1. 
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Special: A symbiotic slayer can choose to gain this feat in place of their 1st level social talent. 
 
Explosive Bolts 
Prerequisite: WarlockUI 5th. 
Benefit: Whenever you use your mystic bolts as a ranged attack, if you successfully hit a foe with a mystic 
bolt, you can choose for it to deal splash damage to all adjacent squares to the target (equal to the minimum 
damage of the mystic bolt), allowing a Reflex saving throw (10 + ½ your vigilante level + your Charisma 
modifier) to halve the damage. You can select 1 square while dealing splash damage; that square is not 
subjected to splash damage. 
Special: If you have the Genius Vigilante or Wise Vigilante feats, you instead use your Intelligence or Wisdom 
modifier to determine the saving throw for this feat. 
 
Extra Shadow Clones 
Prerequisite: Shadow clone class feature. 
Benefit: You gain two additional uses of your shadow clone class feature. 
 
Extra Social Talent 
Prerequisite: Vigilante 1st or character level 5th. 
Benefit: You gain a social talent. If you do not have the dual identity class feature or another class feature 
which gives you a second identity, you cannot select social talents which require a second identity. If you do not 
have a second identity, you are always treated as though in your social identity for the purpose of social talents, 
although you cannot select the social graceUI social talent. 
Special: You can select this feat multiple times, each time selecting a different social talent. 
 
Forbidden Vigilante Knowledge 
Prerequisite: Magical limit break vigilante talent, spellcasting class ability which removes access to spells. 
Benefit: You are treated as though the 7th level spells of your spell list were on your spell list (a cabalist would 
gain access to 7th level witchAPG spells). 
Special: If you select the magical limit break vigilante talent a second time, you also treat 8th level spells of 
your spell list as though they were on your spell list. 
 
Genius Vigilante 
Prerequisite: Vigilante 1st. 
Benefit: You use your Intelligence instead of your Charisma for any vigilante ability you gain, such as the save 
DCs of your vigilante talents or the bonus spells, spell save DCs, and spell effects of spellcasting or alchemy and 
other abilities gained from vigilante archetypes. 
Normal: A vigilante uses their Charisma modifier to determine the save DCs of their social and vigilante 
talents. 
Special: This feat must be selected at 1st level, or before your 1st level of vigilante. A vigilante can choose to 
gain this feat in place of their 1st level social talent. 
Special: You cannot select this feat if you possess the Charismatic Caster or Wise Vigilante feat. 
 
Hidden Sneak 
Prerequisite: Hidden strike +1d8 or sneak attack +1d6. 
Benefit: Whenever you would make an attack against a foe who are unaware of your presence, who consider 
you an ally, or who are made flat-footed by your startling appearance class feature, you gain a +1 circumstance 
bonus on attack and damage rolls against that foe until the beginning of your next round. At 9th level and and 
again at 17th level, this circumstance bonus increases by +1. 
Special: If you have the hidden strike class feature, your hidden strike is considered equivalent to a sneak 
attack with the same number of dice for the purpose of meeting prerequisites or using abilities that depend on 
sneak attack 
 
Special: If your hidden strike would normally deal 1d8 damage with the attack, the circumstance bonus on 
damage rolls increases to +2. 
 
Injected Infusions 
Prerequisite: Alchemy class feature, infusion discovery. 
Benefit: You can place your infusions or mutagen into needles, injecting them into creatures. Using an injection 
normally takes the same action as an infusion, but does not require the creature’s mouth to do, allowing you to 
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use injections on another creature as a standard action even if they are helpless, requiring a touch attack to do 
so. 
 
Magical Transformation 
Prerequisite: Magical childUI 3rd. 
Benefit: You gain the powerful transformation class feature of the outrageous lyricist archetype. 
 
Mystic Accuracy (Combat) 
Prerequisite: Mystic bolts class feature. 
Benefit: You deal additional damage when attacking with mystic bolts equal to half of your Intelligence modifier 
(minimum +1), and you can apply the Deadly Aim, Piranha StrikeSTLC and Power Attack feat to attacks made 
with them even if they are touch attacks (due to the piercing bolts class feature). If you have the Clustered 
ShotsUC feat, you can total the damage from all hits before applying an opponent’s energy resistance. 
Special: If you have the Genius Vigilante feat, the bonus to damage from that feat increases to your full 
Intelligence modifier (minimum +1). If you have the Charismatic Caster feat, the bonus to damage from this 
feat increases to your full Charisma modifier (minimum +1) instead of half your Intelligence modifier. If you 
have the Wise Vigilante feat, the bonus to damage from this feat increases to your full Wisdom modifier 
(minimum +1) instead of half your Intelligence modifier. 
 
Shifting Weakness 
Prerequisite: Symbiotic Slayer 5th. 
Benefit:  Once per week, you can spend 8 hours to change your symbiote’s vulnerability to another energy 
type. 
Normal: You cannot change your symbiote’s vulnerability. 
 
Sniper Bolts 
Prerequisite: Mystic bolts class feature. 
Benefit: Increase the range of your mystic bolts by 15 ft.  At 6th level and every 6 levels afterwards, the range 
of your mystic bolts increases by another 15 ft. 
 
Splash Sniper (Combat) 
Prerequisite: Hidden strike +1d8 or sneak attack +1d6. 
Benefit: You can deal hidden strike or sneak attack damage with a splash weapon, although the damage die of 
the hidden strike or sneak attack is reduced by 1 step. The attack must qualify for dealing hidden strike or 
sneak attack damage (such as against a flat-footed or unaware target), and be directed at a creature rather 
than a square. Also when you throw a splash weapon, if only a single creature is providing soft cover to your 
target, your target does not receive the +4 bonus to AC. 
Normal: You cannot deal hidden strike or sneak attack damage with a splash weapon.  
Special: Hidden strike and sneak attack damage is unaffected by the Concentrated SplashRTT feat. 
 
Swift Analyst 
Prerequisite: In-depth analysis class feature. 
Benefit: You can use their tactical analysis class feature as a swift action. 
Normal: Using the tactical analysis class feature requires a move action. 
 
Vigilante Casting Savant 
Prerequisite: Vigilante 5th, must have an archetype with the alchemy or spellcasting class feature. 
Benefit: You gain a vigilante talent. 
Special: You cannot select this feat if you possess the Vigilante Savant feat. 
 
Vigilante Savant 
Prerequisite: Vigilante level 7th. 
Benefit: You gain a vigilante talent, treating your vigilante level as half when determining for which vigilante 
talents you can select with this feat. 
Special: You cannot select this feat if you possess the Vigilante Casting Savant feat. 
 
Violent Child 
Benefit: Add 1 spell per spell level from the magusUM spell list to the unchained summonerPU spell list with the 
magical childUI vigilante archetype.  
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Special: A magical child can choose to gain this feat in place of their 1st level social talent. This feat can be 
selected multiple times, each time adding 1 new spell per level. 
 
Vital Magic 
Prerequisites: Spell combat class feature. 
Benefit: You can use the spell combat class feature as a standard action, allowing you only one attack. If you 
do, you no longer need a free hand to cast. You also treat your character level as your BAB to determine when 
you qualify for feats with 'Vital' in their name. You cannot use the spellstrike class feature while using this feat. 
Special: If you have the Vital Strike feat or an iaijutsu slash [Imperial Archetypes], you can use them with the 
spell combat class feature with this standard action. If you possess the Improved Vital Strike or Greater Vital 
Strike feats, you can instead apply them to your spell combat class feature. 
 
Vital Power 
Prerequisite: Vital Magic. 
Benefit: Whenever you use the Vital Magic feat, the DC of a spell cast during your spell combat class feature 
increases by +1. At 14th level, the spell’s DC increases by an additional +1. 
 
Vital Spellstrike 
Prerequisite: Vital Magic, spellstrike class feature. 
Benefit: You can use the spellstrike class feature while using Vital Magic as well as removing the -2 penalty on 
attack rolls when using spell combat. 
 
Wise Vigilante 
Prerequisite: Vigilante 1st. 
Benefit: You use your Wisdom instead of your Charisma for any vigilante ability you gain, such as the save DCs 
of your vigilante talents or other abilities gained from vigilante archetypes except for spellcasting or alchemy. 
Special: This feat must be selected at 1st level, or before your first level of vigilante. A vigilante can choose to 
gain this feat in place of their 1st level social talent 
Special: You cannot select this feat if you possess the Genius Vigilante feat. 
 
New Prestige Class: Crimson Dreadnaught 
Crimson Dreadnaught 
The enforcers of nobility, crimson dreadnaughts are beholden to their sovereign above all else, having no other 
thought in their head except working the the service of their liege. Empowered by those with the right to rule, 
crimson dreadnaughts are given the power by their masters to accomplish great things in their name, although 
the process of becoming a crimson dreadnaught leaves most completely loyal to those whom they serve. While 
the vast majority of crimson dreadnaughts are female (often chosen from the most beautiful and deadly), there 
are sometimes extremely rare exceptions, although male crimson dreadnaughts are generally seen as less 
desirable to most royalty, the ruination of a young girl far more desirable to their sadistic taste. 
 
Role: A crimson dreadnaught knows their role in life, serving with a single mindedness that would drive others 
to insanity. Their minds are tempered to an incredible degree, leaving them as dreadnaughts. Some consider 
them to no longer be mortal, their lives extended by their devotion to their cause and their masters, proving to 
be unbreakable in the face of the horrors of reality. 
 
Alignment: None who would take on the crimson dreadnaught would be what could be considered good, and 
even those who would do so unknowingly have any and all kindness drilled out of them. Chaotic behavior is 
often also undesirable, leaving only those with a decidedly dark view of the world to survive the process. The 
best among the crimson dreadnaughts follows orders without attempting to do harm needlessly, while the most 
vile among them seem to take a quiet glee in the atrocities often asked of them. 
 
Hit Die: d10 
 
Requirements 
To qualify to become a crimson dreadnaught, a character must fulfill all of the following requirements: 
Base Attack Bonus : +3 
Skills : Intimidate 4 ranks, Knowledge (nobility) 4 ranks 
Alignment : Lawful evil or neutral evil 
Special : Heavy armor proficiency 
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Special : Must be in the service of a monarch or other person in a position of great power, such as a bishop or 
tribe leader. 
 
The crimson dreadnaught's class skills are Bluff (Cha), Climb (Str), Craft (Int), Diplomacy (Cha), Intimidate 
(Cha), Knowledge (history), Knowledge (nobility), Profession (Wis), Ride (Dex), and Sense Motive (Wis). 
Skill Ranks per Level: 4 + Int modifier. 
 
Table: Crimson Dreadnaught 

Level Base Attack 
Bonus 

Fort 
Save 

Ref 
Save 

Will 
Save Special 

1st +1 +1 +0 +1 Crimson identity, royal edict, scarred loyalty +1  

2nd +2 +1 +1 +1 Vigilante talent 

3rd +3 +2 +1 +2 Emotionless, scarred loyalty +2 

4th +4 +2 +1 +2 Vigilante talent 

5th +5 +3 +2 +3 Armored immortality, scarred loyalty +3 

Weapon and Armor Proficiencies A crimson dreadnaught gains proficiency with all martial weapons. 
 
Crimson Identity (Su) For a crimson dreadnaught, individuality is meaningless in the service of their liege. A 
crimson dreadnaught gains Nameless OneAA as a bonus feat in a grueling ritual which bonds them to a set of 
masterwork heavy armor of their choice, changing the color of their armor to an upsetting blood red hue. 
Rather than replacing their face slot, their armor becomes tied to this feat, although it can still be enhanced 
normally. The entire set of armor is connected to this feat, and the crimson dreadnaught loses their old identity, 
simply becoming another of their order. If their original identity is established, they can request atonement from 
their liege, treating it as though it was the atonement spell (this also removes any negative levels they gained 
from this feat), although most whom would employ a crimson dreadnaught would see this as a failure, 
punishing them accordingly. 
 
Royal Edict (Ex) A crimson dreadnaught carries themselves with the authority of their liege, emanating power 
and domination. They gain a circumstance bonus to Diplomacy, Intimidate, and Sense motive checks equal to 
their crimson dreadnaught level in any place in which their liege is recognized. 
 
Scarred Loyalty (Su) The process of becoming a crimson dreadnaught is brutal, involving heating the crimson 
dreadnaught’s armor while they are inside of it until the crimson dreadnaught inside of it is horribly burned. 
Doing so toughens the crimson dreadnaught’s skin, granting them a +1 natural armor bonus, a +1 profane 
bonus on saving throws against good and/or chaotic aligned spells, and they can sleep with their armor on 
without becoming fatigued. At 3rd level and again at 5th level, this natural armor bonus and profane bonus both 
increase by +1. The process makes removing the armor all but impossible without killing the crimson 
dreadnaught, requiring a greater restoration  spell or stronger magic to do so, but doing so removes their 
natural armor and profane bonuses. Regaining these bonuses requires the crimson dreadnaught to take fire 
damage equal to five times their crimson dreadnaught level while wearing a set of heavy armor to recreate their 
disfigurement. 
 
Vigilante Talent (Ex) At 2nd level and again at 4th level, a crimson dreadnaught gains a vigilante talent, 
treating their crimson dreadnaught level as their vigilante level with the avenger vigilante specialization for the 
purpose of which talents they can select. If the crimson dreadnaught already has a vigilante level and/or 
vigilante specialization, they add their crimson dreadnaught level to their vigilante level to determine which 
vigilante talents they can select. 
 
Emotionless (Ex) At 3rd level, a crimson dreadnaught slowly loses the emotions they once possessed, 
focusing their mind even further. They gain a +2 bonus on Will saving throws against mind-affecting effects, 
and once per day a crimson dreadnaught can roll twice while attempting a Will saving throw against a 
mind-affecting effect, taking the better result. 
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Armored Immortality (Su) At 5th level, the bond between a crimson dreadnaught and their armor is beyond 
any other, leaving others to wonder if a crimson dreadnaught can truly be killed. Two times per day as a swift 
action, a crimson dreadnaught wearing their armor gains fast healing 5 for 1 minute. If the crimson 
dreadnaught’s hit points fall to 0 or lower, this ability activates instantly if they have any uses of it left that day, 
allowing them to act as though they had the Diehard and Deathless InitiateAPG feats while benefiting from this 
fast healing. 
 
Vigilante Variant Multiclass 
 
Vigilante 
A character who selects vigilante as their secondary class gains the following secondary class features: 
 
3rd At 3rd level, they gain the dual identity and seamless guise class feature, although seamless guise only 
grants the vigilante a +10 circumstance bonus on disguise checks. 
 
7th At 7th level, they gain a social talent. For the purpose of which social talent they can select, their effective 
vigilante level is equal to half their character level, but for the purpose of the social talent's effect, their 
effective vigilante level is equal to their full character level. 
 
11th At 11th level, they gain a vigilante talent. For the purpose of which vigilante talent they can select, their 
effective vigilante level is equal to half their character level, but for the purpose of the vigilante talent's effect, 
their effective vigilante level is equal to their full character level. 
 
15th At 15th level, they gain the startling appearance class feature. 
 
19th At 19th level, they gain the frightening appearance class feature. 
 
New Magic Items 
Wondrous Items 
Bracers of Mystic Power 
Aura faint evocation; CL 5th; 
Slot wrist; Weight --; Price 2,000 gp (+1), 8,000 gp (+2), 18,000 gp (+3), 32,000 gp (+4), 50,000 gp (+5) 
 
These dark silver bracers flow with an unearthly light, shining softly when used. If the wearer has the mystic 
bolts class feature, these bracers grant an enhancement bonus of +1 to +5 on attack and damage rolls made 
with mystic bolts. For each +1 enhancement bonus these bracers provide, they also allow the wearer to ignore 
up to 3 points of acid, cold, electric, or fire energy resistance on attacks with their mystic bolts (a +2 bracers of 
mystic power  would ignore up to 6 acid, cold, electric, or fire energy resistance). 
 
CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS 
Craft Wondrous Item; magic weapon ; Creator’s caster level must be at least three times the amulet's bonus; 
Cost 1,000 gp (+1), 4,000 gp (+2), 9,000 gp (+3), 16,000 gp (+4), 25,000 gp (+5) 
 
Dastard’s Smoke Pellets 
Aura faint enchantment; CL 3; 
Weight --; Price 250 gp 
 
These small black pellets contain a special smoke that allows their user to blend into the shadows. A character 
can throw a smoke pellet to the ground as a swift action to flood a 20 ft radius with smoke, causing all creatures 
inside of it to make a DC 14 will save or lose their memory of the last minute. If a creature possesses the dual 
identity class feature or a class feature that alters it, they can attune a dastard’s smoke pellet  to themselves 
over 24 hours, increasing the DC to 10 + ½ their character level + their Charisma modifier. A creature can only 
attune one dastard’s smoke pellet  in this fashion at a time. 
 
CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS 
Craft Wondrous Item, mindwipe UI; Cost 125 gp 
 
False Friend Gloves 
Aura faint enchantment; CL 1; 
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Slot hands; Weight 2 lbs; Price 3,000 gp (charm person ), 12,000 gp (charm monster ) 
 
These fine silk gloves can cast charm person  once per day as a touch attack (DC 12), often as a handshake. The 
first attack made against anyone charmed by the wearer of these gloves receives a +5 circumstance bonus on 
the attack and damage roll. If the wearer possesses the dual identity class feature, they can attune the false 
friend gloves  to themselves over 24 hours, increasing the DC to 10 + ½ their character level + their Charisma 
modifier. Stronger gloves exist which allow the wearer to instead use charm monster .  
 
Gloves with additional uses of charm person  or charm monster  can be made (up to 5 uses), reach additional use 
adding +1,000 gp to the price of the false friends gloves  (+3,000 gp for additional uses of charm monster ). 
 
CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS 
Craft Wondrous Item, charm person , true strike ; Cost 1,500 gp (charm person ), 6,000 gp (charm monster ) 
 
Razor Claw Guards 
Aura faint transmutation; CL 5th 
Slot hands; Weight 3 lbs; Price 3,000 gp (normal), 5,000 gp (cold iron or silver), 7,500 gp (adamantine) 
 
These simple black metal claws seem as though they were design to fit onto the limbs of a humanoid. Any 
creature who wears these on their hands gains a pair of claw attacks that deal 1d4 damage (1d3 damage for 
small wearers) with a 19-20 crit range and a 2x critical multiplier, being treated as primary natural weapons. A 
creature can only wear one set of these on their hands at a time, and razor claw guards can be enhanced as 
though they were manufactured weapons, being treated as both manufactured and natural weapons for the 
purpose of spells and effects. A creature wearing a set of razor claw guards and a razor mouthguard that 
haven’t already been enhanced can choose to bond them, being able to enhance both sets as though they were 
1 weapon. Doing so increases the cost of enhancing them by 50%, and enhancements do not work if both sets 
are not worn together.  
 
CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS 
Craft Wondrous Item, beast shape I ; Cost 1,500 gp (normal), 2,500 (cold iron or silver), 3,750 gp 
(adamantine) 
 
Razor Mouthguard 
Aura faint transmutation; CL 5th 
Slot face; Weight 3 lbs; Price 3,000 gp (normal), 5,000 gp (cold iron or silver), 7,500 gp (adamantine) 
 
This black metal mouth guard fits easily into the mouth of a humanoid. Any creature who wears this 
mouthguard gains a bite attack that deals 1d6 damage (1d4 damage for small wearers) with a 19-20 crit range 
and a 2x critical multiplier, being treated as a primary natural weapon. A creature can only wear one 
mouthguard at a time, and a razor mouthguard can be enhanced as though it was a manufactured weapon, 
being treated as both a manufactured and natural weapon for the purpose of spells and effects. A creature 
wearing a set of razor claw guards and a razor mouthguard that haven’t already been enhanced can choose to 
bond them, being able to enhance both sets as though they were 1 weapon. Doing so increases the cost of 
enhancing them by 50%, and enhancements do not work if both sets are not worn together.  
 
CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS 
Craft Wondrous Item, beast shape I ; Cost 1,500 gp, (normal), 2,500 (cold iron or silver), 3,750 gp 
(adamantine) 
 
Sources 
PU=Pathfinder Unchained 
APG=Advanced Player’s Guide 
UM=Ultimate Magic 
ACG=Advanced Class Guide 
BOG=Bastards of Golarion 
UC=Ultimate Combat 
DTT=Dirty Tactics Toolbox 
UC=Ultimate Combat 
WMH=Weaponmaster’s Handbook 
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COB=Champions of Balance 
UE=Ultimate Equipment 
MC=Monster Codex 
AA=Arcane Anthologies 
FF=Familiar Folio 
GOG=Goblins of Golarion 
ARG=Advanced Race Guide 
HA=Horror Adventures 
MTT=Melee Tactics Toolbox 
ISI=Inner Sea Intrigue 
FP=Faiths and Philosophies 
AAC=Animal Archive 
HA=Horror Adventures 
BOS=Blood of Shadows 
ISM=Inner Sea Magic 
OR=Occult Realms 
STLC=Sargava The Lost Contintent 


